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ONLINE BUYERS, PLEASE NOTE...
Please request bidding credentials prior to 3:00 p.m. Friday, January 12th.
Get approved now! www.cci.live

- If you are already an approved buyer at CCI.live you can request your buyer number at anytime, for any auction, before or during the sale by clicking on the SALE PAGE and the GET BUYER NUMBER button.

- If you have not previously logged in to CCI.live to request bidding credentials, please do so prior to 3:00 p.m. on Friday of the sale. Remember, you can always just watch a sale without logging in.
HOW TO ACQUIRE YOUR PURCHASES

• After you, the BUYER, have made payment for your embryos or semen, the sale staff will notify the seller that your purchase has been paid in full.

• Once the embryos or semen have been paid for in full by the BUYER, they will be released in the BUYER’S name, by the SELLER, at the storage facility for the said purchase.

• It is the complete responsibility of the BUYER to call the SELLER and request shipping, or call the storage facility and extend the storage contract under your name.

• It is the complete responsibility of the SELLER to release the embryos and semen into the name of the BUYER, once they have been notified of full payment, and to arrange this understanding with the storage facility.

• The sale staff is not responsible for any semen or embryos not secured into the name of the new owner within one year of the sale.

• As a BUYER, we suggest that you make contact with the storage facility or the SELLER to make clear your intentions of shipping or leaving the embryos or semen in storage.

• THE BUYER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ALL SHIPPING COSTS and/or INSURANCE on EMBRYOS and SEMEN.

PLEASE NOTE
All transfer of embryos is between the buyer and the seller.

GUARANTEE OF EMBRYO PURCHASES
The sale staff guarantees that each embryo package consists of Grade One and/or Grade Two embryos that have been frozen by a reputable source. All embryos selling are either ET or IVF direct thaw. We will guarantee Grade Two embryos just like Grade Ones and feel that the eggs we are representing are of the best quality. On behalf of the seller, we will not represent low grade embryos or embryos that are not collected through reputable facilities.

Sellers acknowledge that they understand they are responsible for guarantees made by the sale staff and that they will help take reasonable actions to insure that the buyers of their lots are satisfied with their purchases.

SPECIAL GUARANTEE
Unless otherwise noted, sellers of embryo lots will guarantee the establishment of at least one 60-day pregnancy per three embryos transferred, if the following conditions are met:
A. The transfers must take place in the calendar year of the sale date.
B. Transfers are performed by a licensed embryologist.
C. Buyers of embryo packages that fail to establish at least one pregnancy will be given credit in next year’s sale, or additional embryos from the seller from the same mating, or if the buyer chooses another of similar value.

REFERENCES TO CLONED SEMEN
All embryos sired by semen from a clone will be referred to as sired by that sire’s original name. For example, a mating listed as sired by Monopoly may be sired by original or clone semen.

The most fun you can have in Denver!
As the partners and founders of Embryos on Snow, we are proud to generate a program that recognizes leading young people who are a part of our industry. The primary goal of La Prix is to allow this sale to give back to an outstanding youth who has a dream and a goal of building a business or starting a project at the front of their young professional life. It is profound that the sharing of these genetics, that many do not have to sell, can go toward helping a program like La Prix.

Again in 2018, we will award a total of $18,000 in three scholarships, with the winner receiving $10,000, first runner up $5,000 and second runner up $3,000. This year’s scholarship is made possible by the major Embryos on Snow sponsors and through the purchase of the donation lots in 2017. We appreciate the tremendous added support and help.

All judging for the La Prix contest is done independently and anonymously.

**2018 La Prix Contest Finalists**

- Kiley Elder – Iowa
- Macy Perry – California
- Andrew Livingston – Illinois
- Abigayle Pollock – Tennessee
- Miles Stagemeyer – Nebraska

**Past La Prix Contest Winners:**

- **2017**
  - Luke Fuerniss – Colorado
  - Runner Up: Chandler Steer, Michigan
  - 2nd Runner Up: Samuel Johnson, Minnesota
- **2016**
  - Rebecca Church – Minnesota
  - Runner Up: Emma Vickland – Colorado
  - 2nd Runner Up: Jack Oattes – Ontario
- **2015**
  - Bailey Core – Iowa
  - Runner Up: Brady Jensen – Kansas
- **2014**
  - Austin Reyher – Montana
  - Runner Up: Hanna Wright – Tennessee
- **2013**
  - Cally Thomas – South Dakota
  - Runner Up: Paige Wallace – Missouri
- **2012**
  - Morgan Meisenheimer – Maryland
  - Co-Runners Up: Marita Palacio – Oregon; Mark Sims – Oklahoma

**Thank you to the 2018 Embryos on Snow Major Sponsors...**

- **Trans Ova Genetics**
- **Collison Embryo Center**
- **Donor Solutions, Austin Wolf**
- **VitaFerm® / Biozyme, Inc.**
- **Polzin Embryo Center**
- **Show-Rite Feeds**
- **Sullivan Supply**

*Thank you to Show Circuit Online Sales for complimentary advertising!*
Bull: **GEFF County O**

W/C Loaded Up 1119Y × Ruby NFF Rhythm 475B (Montecito 63W)
Reg. PB Simmental 3289219  •  3/4/2017  •  Black, Polled

What an exciting way to start off the 2018 Embryos On Snow lineup! When we visited Bob May’s last month, we knew this needed to be a featured LIVE LOT in the sale. It is hard to find a Simmental bull with this kind of look, quality and style. County O will be the new Simmental bull on the radar for many leading breeders and will likely be one of the most talked-about young sires of 2018. The long lasting, revenue generating potential of this bull will be as promising as any young Simmental sire that has surfaced in some time.

His sire, Loaded Up, sold in Embryos On Snow last year for $240,000 for half interest. These genetics will leave a lasting mark on the Simmental breed. You know the success of Loaded Up and the great cattle, winners and high sellers that he has produced.

We don’t know if we have seen a Simmental bull with as much potential as County O. Year after year, we search the country to ensure success for the new owner while selling what we feel are the best bulls for the coming year. There are two bulls in this 2018 offering, and this one, being a purebred, without a doubt could be one of the most exciting Simmental prospects to sell for the entire year. We are confident that this bull is a mainstay going forward. County O is housed at Griswold Cattle, Stillwater, OK—go see him before the sale!

**TERMS:** Selling 1/3 semen interest with no possession unless agreed upon prior to the sale. The new owner(s) will receive all revenue until their initial investment has been returned to them at a rate of 100% of purchase price. Once the 100% return is received in semen sales, the revenue will be split on a 1/3 basis minus collection costs and advertising expenses. This bull is never to be leased for natural breeding purposes to prevent injury. Insuance is the sole responsibility of each owner. DNA rights are equally shared by all owners. Each seller retains the right for in-herd semen use only, which they cannot sell or give away. This bull is fully guaranteed as stated by the terms and conditions of the American Simmental Association.

Offered by: Griswold Cattle, John Griswold 405-780-3300, Craig Sand 405-564-4319; May Show Cattle, Bob & Brock May 608-778-9804
Bull: **NMR New Beginning ET**  
Mercedes Benz × NMR 0-04X (Irish Whiskey)  
Reg. 1/2 Maine 486141 • 3/17/2017 • Black, Polled

- **LIVE LOT B:** Selling 50% interest with the option to double the bid and purchase full interest
  - The exciting New Beginning is a full brother to the famed Maternal Made. Maternal Made was a featured highlight of this sale two years ago when selected by Griswold, Wolf and Warner for $300,000 for half interest to set an Embryos On Snow and National Western record-breaking price. Even at that figure, he quickly paid for himself, and his annual semen revenue shows no signs of slowing down. The pedigree and the quality behind New Beginning make him one of the most exciting prospects for the coming season and certainly one of the most exciting bulls to be displayed in Denver this year. The right kind of maternal oriented, Maine genetics are in big demand and very hard to come by. In recent months, many have tried to purchase this bull, but Barry has decided the fairest way to offer him is by live auction. Here's your chance!
  - New Beginning will be displayed in Denver in the Yards. Embryos On Snow is thrilled to be able to offer a bull of this caliber. This is likely one of the rarest investment opportunities to be available in 2018 in the entire cattle sector! The new owner will enjoy a quick return on his investment. We feel very fortunate to have the opportunity to sell this bull at auction. New Beginning has been DNA tested TH and PHA free.
  - **TERMS:** Selling 50% interest with the option to double the bid and purchase 100%. If the 50% option is chosen, the new owner/s will receive all revenue until their initial investment has been returned to them at a rate of 100% of purchase price. Once the 100% return is received in semen sales, the revenue will be split on a 50/50 basis minus collection costs and advertising expenses. This bull is never to be leased for natural breeding purposes to prevent injury unless the 100% option is chosen. Insurance is the sole responsibility of each owner. DNA rights are equally shared by all owners unless buyer chooses the 100% option, in which case the buyer will own 100% of the DNA rights. Seller retains the right for in-herd semen use only, which cannot be sold or given away; if the full interest option is chosen, the seller will have no in-herd semen use. This bull is fully guaranteed as stated by the terms and conditions of the American Maine-Anjou Association.

**Offered by:** Reimann Ranches, Barry Reimann 605-870-1444

---

**50% semen interest with the option to double**
Donor: **BRCHE TR Dory 6501**

M&M Outsider 4003 Pld × TR Ms Katie 4724B ET (Fire Water)
Reg. PB Charolais F1223376 • 4/2/2016 • Polled

---

**Donor prospect selling**  BRCHE TR Dory 6501 — 2017 NAILE Grand Champion Charolais Heifer

**LIVE LOT C:** Selling 50% interest with the option to double the bid

- When we saw this female in Louisville, we knew we had to secure her for this sale. Dory 6501 won both the junior and open Charolais shows in Louisville this year. This female can be a cornerstone for any major operation in the country.
- The best show heifers can make it easy to produce the next great one. This bred female is stunning. Many people will venture to say that she was one of the best show heifers of the fall 2017 show season.
- 5145, the maternal granddam of Dory, continually shows up in pedigrees of the best Charolais show heifers year in and year out. 5145 has been one of the most influential dams in Charolais history. The dam of Dory is also a full sister to the $115,000 Ms Kay 30A. There is a lot of power in the blood in this pedigree.
- The list of championships that Dory has accumulated includes: Third Overall, Charolais Junior National; Reserve Supreme, South Dakota Summer Spotlight; Champion Charolais, NAILE open and junior shows, plus other wins. The opportunities are few and far between to get in on the ground floor of such a popular champion.
- If buyer chooses to double the bid and purchase Dory in her entirety, seller reserves the right to two future flushes.

**Offered by:**  **Cagney Effling (Chris Effling 605-769-0142)***

---

**SALE NOTES:**

---
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LOT D: Selling 50% interest in pick of the entire Reimann Ranch herd  No option to double

- In perhaps one of the most comprehensive and exciting offerings ever presented in Embryos On Snow, this lot allows the buyer to select his choice of any female in the Reimann Ranch program. The chance to visit and look through this powerful set of females is an opportunity in itself. This reputation herd has generated countless high sellers and champions and includes some of the most notable cow families in the business. The buyer is purchasing half interest in his pick of all the females owned by Reimann Ranch, selecting from over 600 replacement heifers, 300 bred heifers and over 1000 cows, including all donor dams. The notable donors in this list are too lengthy to mention and include many, many top producers.
- Recent high sellers in the fall pasture sale at Reimanns’ include both top steer and show heifer prospects. For the past several years, they have enjoyed much success in the show ring and most recently produced the Reserve Grand Steer this fall in Kansas City. All of this success comes followed by the high selling females in the First Class Female Sale this past December in Dunlap, Iowa.
- In the history of the club calf business, we are not sure that such an opportunity has ever been offered before from any one ranch of this magnitude. Barry Reimann and the Reimann Family could not be better partners to join in an embryo producing venture. The Reimann family has been a part of this auction since its inception, and we are pleased to add this sale feature to our 2018 lineup.
- For more information, please contact Barry Reimann. This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.
- NOTE: All cows on the Reimann Ranch are included in this offer with the exception of two partnership cows now running on the Reimann Ranch.

Offered by: Reimann Ranch, Barry Reimann 605-870-1444

SALE NOTES: ____________________________________________________________
Full/maternal sib to embryos selling
2017 Fort Worth Stock Show Grand Champion Steer — sired by Man Among Boys

Maternal sib to embryos selling
2017 Minnesota Beef Expo & 2017 World Beef Expo Grand Champion Steer

 LOT 1A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Fu Man Chu OR Man Among Boys sexed male

NOTE: The buyer of Lot A will have the option to double the bid and also take Lot B.

 LOT 1B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Fu Man Chu OR Man Among Boys sexed male

- The embryos selling are sibs to the 2017 Fort Worth Stock Show Grand Champion Steer. The donor dam, S4, is one of the most popular club calf cows in the business today. She also produced the 2017 World Beef Expo and Minnesota Beef Expo Grand Champion Steer.
- S4 also produced two Believe In Me sons that sold for $25,000 and $20,000 recently at Colby Collins’. A heifer sired by Yellow Jacket was sold by Bob May to Eric Rea and was later sold as a $30,000 donor for his program.
- Donor S4 is TH free.
- The Frye program in northern Iowa has been a part of Embryos On Snow since it started back in 2005. The Frye herd is one of the most respected club calf producing outfits in the nation. We are pleased to feature S4 as an Embryos On Snow leading donor dam. You can’t go wrong with proven and predictable genetics like these.

Offered by: Frye Cattle, Rick Frye 319-361-6600
**LOT 2 A, B**

---

**6 Embryos Selling**

Donor: **MCKY Went 2138-3116**

GCC Total Recall × Irish Whiskey

DAM OF THE 2017 NAILE RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION STEER

---

**Full sib to embryos selling**

2017 NAILE Reserve Grand Champion Steer

---

**LOT 2A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Monopoly sexed male

**NOTE:** The buyer of Lot A will have the option to double the bid and also take Lot B.

**LOT 2B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Monopoly sexed male

---

- The embryos selling are full sibs to the 2017 North American International Livestock Exposition Reserve Grand Champion Steer. This donor dam comes from the Went program and is owned by the famed Bryan McKay program, which has had the Reserve Grand Steer the last two years in Louisville.

- The 2017 NAILE Reserve Champion Steer was only the second calf out of 3116 and from her first mating to a club calf sire. She was bred in the Went herd, an outfit that has generated many top steers and maternal bred females. This daughter of Total Recall is special, and you have the chance to get in on the ground floor of a female that will headline the McKay embryo program. Embryos out of good, young donor dams prove to be a good investment everytime. Their value should only increase.

- Note that the first buyer has the option to double the bid and take all six embryos.

---

**Offered by:** McKay Cattle, Bryan McKay 405-880-4193

---

**Sexed male embryos by Monopoly**

---

**SALE NOTES:**

---
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LOT 3

■ LOT 3A: 1 Package of 4* Embryos sired by Irish Whiskey sexed female
* Guarantee 2 pregnancies

■ LOT 3B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Silveiras Style, W/C Relentless OR W/C Loaded Up (sexed female)

■ LOT 3C: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Monopoly (sexed male or unsexed) OR Business Done Right (unsexed)

“Kelli” has produced over $1 million in progeny sales to date and counting. She is one of the most important cows in the business, and her track record is lined with many champions and high sellers. These will be the only Kelli embryos to sell this year.

Kelli rang a bell with a Loaded Up heifer calf that sold for $90,500 and went on to be the Champion Percentage Simmental at the American Royal in 2016 and then Champion SimSolution and Champion Chi in the junior heifer shows in Denver last year. In the fall of 2016, Reimanns had only one Monopoly calf born—a heifer which sold for $28,500 in their September pasture sale. Reimanns had two Irish Whiskey heifer calves that averaged $28,000 each for half interest. In the 2016 First Class Female Sale, an Irish Whiskey daughter sold for $78,000, while another Monopoly bred heifer sold for $43,000.

Kelli produced the Reserve Grand Steer at the 2014 Ohio State Fair as well as the 2014 Reserve Chi Steer at Tulsa, Grand Steer at the OSU AGR, a heifer that was the 2014 NWSS Grand Champion MaineTainer in both the open and junior shows and the Champion AOB heifer at the 2013 NAILE. She has produced countless AI sires and herd bulls as well.

We could write a book on this phenomenal donor who is unquestionably one of the most renowned cows in the business. The seller is willing to work with the buyer if they can utilize fresh IVF embryos and the transfer is convenient for both the buyer and the seller. Frozen embryos will be delivered if the transfer of fresh eggs cannot be coordinated.

Offered by: Reimann Ranches, Barry Reimann 605-870-1444; Hurst Cattle Co., Clint Hurst 806-265-7518

SALE NOTES:
LOT 4
A,B,C

Donor: “Larissa” Riverstone Charmed
TMCK Durham Wheat 6030X × HSF Your Fantasy • Reg. 90% Limousin CPF4077449
ONE OF THE WINNINGEST FEMALES OF 2016–2017

Dam of flush, pregnancy & embryos selling
“Larissa” — 2016 NAILE Supreme Champion Heifer; 2017 NWSS Open & Junior Grand Champion Purebred Limousin Heifer

Lot 4A: Choice of either 1 Embryo Transfer Flush OR 1 IVF Cycle (choice of sexed or unsexed)
Lot 4B: 1 Heifer Calf Pregnancy by Maternal Made CHOICE of March or May 2018 due date
Lot 4C: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of either Silveiras Style 9303 OR Colburn Primo sexed female

This dominant female was Supreme Overall at the 2016 NAILE Junior Show and was a popular undisputed champion. She topped one of the toughest fields of show females ever to cross the green shavings at the North American. To top her impressive show record, she produced $137,500 in her first five calves to sell, averaging $27,500. Larissa was flushed as a virgin heifer. This set of calves included “Majority Rules,” the $75,000 half interest bull calf, and a $40,000 daughter sired by MAGS Aviator. Majority Rules is a top AI sire prospect—check him out in the yards in Denver.

Additional major wins by Larissa include: Champion Purebred Limousin Female, 2017 NWSS Open and Junior shows; Champion Purebred Limousin Female, 2016 American Royal Open and Junior; Champion Purebred Female, 2016 Limousin Junior National; Supreme Female, 2016 Kansas Junior Livestock Association; and Supreme Female, 2016 Kansas State Fair Junior Show.

Out of her first embryo production, Larissa produced a bull calf that was the Champion Bred-and-Owned LimFlex bull at the 2017 Limousin Junior National at just five months of age. This bull was also named Reserve Supreme Bull over 12 breeds at the 2017 Kansas State Fair.

When we thought about entries for this sale, Larissa was a must to include. Then we found out she has already produces great ones—win, win!

TERMS OF ET FLUSH OR IVF CYCLE: The buyer has choice of either an IVF cycle or a regular ET flush. Seller guarantees a minimum of six embryos and two pregnancies with no cap. The buyer will receive all embryos produced in either option. Buyer is to pay for ET or IVF cycle, to be completed at Trans Ova, and will provide semen. Buyer pays for all transfers and/or freezing charges of embryos produced.

Offered by: Ratliff Cherry Creek Farms, David Ratliff 785-448-0102

Flush/IVF cycle, pregnancy & embryos out of “Larissa”
LOT 5: 1 Package of 4* Embryos sired by Silveiras Style  sexed female  *Guarantee 2 pregnancies

- Embryos On Snow has pursued 9051W for some time, to have her included as a member of this powerful line up and finally, in 2017, we are proud to feature this super prolific donor dam. Never before have these embryos been offered for sale!
- If you know the Udell program, you know that they have raised and sold some high dollar cattle that have gone on to win the biggest shows in the country, and this lot of embryos offers by far their most successful mating. This donor has raised heifers selling as high as $90,000, with many that are full sibs selling for over $30,000.
- The list of champions produced by 9051W is hard to list in its entirety, but here are some of the highlights that include just a portion of her success:
  - UDE Kate Spade 59D ET—sold to Whitney Walker for $45,000 and named Champion Prospect Breeding Heifer 2017 Denver;
  - UDE Stylish Lady 9D ET—sold to Abbie Collins for $90,000 and named Supreme Female at the 2017 Scarlet and Gray, Reserve Chi 2017 Fort Worth and Supreme Female, 2017 Ohio State Fair;
  - UDE Moana 162E—sold to Sammi Schrag and named Champion Female, 2017 Jordan Mack Memorial;
  - UDE She’s Stylin—$27,500 heifer shown by Vada Vickland and named 4th Overall Heifer, 2015 Denver Prospect Show, Champion Chi Female, 2015 NAILE Junior and Open shows and Champion Chi Junior Breeding Heifer, Denver 2016;
  - UDE Chanel 39D ET—sold to the Skiles Family for $55,000 and named Champion Female, 2016 Kansas Beef Expo;
  - UDE Vera 98D ET—sold to Elliston Morey and named Champion Chi, 2016 Badger Kick-Off Classic.
- We can’t offer you any better! We have begged for them, and now is your chance.

Offered by:  Udell Cattle Co., Bret, Becky, Mitch & Maddy Udell, 712-251-2527
Donor: **Miss Whiskey Dreams 30Z “2/75”**
Irish Whiskey x “Kelli” • Reg. 3/8 Maine 433878
DAM OF 2017 AMERICAN ROYAL RESERVE CHAMPION STEER

**LOT 6A:** 1 Package of 4* Embryos sired by Monopoly
*Choice of sexed male or unsexed, available before May 15, 2018  *Guarantee 2 pregnancies

**LOT 6B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Relentless OR On The Mark  *sexed female, available before 5/1/2018

**LOT 6C:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Silveiras Style  *sexed female, available before 5/1/2018

The embryos selling are full or maternal sibs to the 2017 American Royal Reserve Grand Champion Steer, shown by Baylor Bonham. Not only is this the only time these embryos will be for sale in 2018, this is also the first time maternal embryos have been sold from this great female.

The Kansas City Reserve Champion was sold in the fall of 2016 by Luke Doris and commanded a $61,500 figure, being the high selling steer in the North that fall. This steer was also named Grand Champion Steer at the Sneak-A-Peek Preview and the Nebraska AGR, plus others. This successful calf was from 2/75’s first crop of ET calves.

Miss Whiskey Dreams 30Z “2/75” was purchased by the McLaughlin family from Nowatzke and Chad Holtkamp. Her own wins are simply too long to list, and she ended her own career as Grand Champion MaineTainer Female in both the Open and Junior shows in Denver in 2014. This female was awesome and caught the astute eye of Nick Reimann, who purchased half interest in her that day in Denver.

The sellers are offering an option for fresh transfers if it works between buyer and seller for dates; if not, frozen embryos will be provided. If you want to buy these embryos, today is the day, as they will not be sold again in 2018.

Offered by: **Reimann Ranches, Barry Reimann 605-870-1444; Luke Doris 620-353-4114; Boone McLaughlin 319-855-3499**

**SALE NOTES:**
Donor: **Miss Rihanna “Winnie”**  
GOET I80 × Miss Winnie (HAA Wisdom)  •  Reg. 3/4 Maine 418092  
DAM OF 2017 AMERICAN ROYAL GRAND MAINE TAINER FEMALE

**LOT 7**  
**A, B, C** 

**LOT 7A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by **CHOICE of Silveiras Style** sexed female **OR SAV Bismarck unsexed**

**LOT 7B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by **Made To Order**

**LOT 7C:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by **Business Done Right**

- **Full/maternal sib to embryos selling**  
  2017 NAILE Reserve Grand and American Royal Grand Champion Junior Maine Tainer Female

- **Maternal sib to embryos selling**  
  2015 American Royal & NAILE Grand Champion Junior Maine-Anjou Female

- **Maternal sib to embryos selling**  
  2016 Michigan Beef Expo Grand Steer & Midwest Showdown Reserve Steer

- **Full/maternal sib to embryos selling**  
  2016 Hoosier Beef Congress Grand Champion Heifer

---

**Embryos Selling**

**LOT 7A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by **CHOICE of Silveiras Style** sexed female **OR SAV Bismarck unsexed**

**LOT 7B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by **Made To Order**

**LOT 7C:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by **Business Done Right**

- This is one of the foundation cows in the Goettemoeller program. These embryos will not be offered again in 2018. “Winnie” is a mainstay in the show heifer and composite business, and this is a rare opportunity. Regardless of your end goal, these embryos will be money in the tank.

- The embryos selling are sibs to many multiple champions and high sellers, including the recent 2017 Grand Champion Junior Maine Tainer Heifer at the Royal and Reserve Grand at the North American. This heifer was also the Third Overall Female at this year’s Maine-Anjou Junior National.

- Another daughter was Reserve Champion Maine Female at the Royal as a calf and sold for an impressive $50,000. This heifer also won Supreme at the Hoosier Beef Congress, Ohio AGR and Scarlet and Gray.

- Winnie produced the Grand Champion Steer at the 2016 Michigan Beef Expo that was also champion at several other shows. He was orginally sold to Caldwell for $30,000 and later resold to the Boerson family. Another $40,000 steer, shown by the Vickland family, won several shows as well.

- Winnie is a proven producer of champions. Special thanks to the Goettemoellers for their inclusion of Winnie to the exclusive EOS roster.

**Offered by:** Goettemoeller Show Cattle, Brian and Dru Goettemoeller 937-459-0209

---

**SALE NOTES:**

---
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LOT 8

7 Embryos Selling

Donor: **JSUL Who Dat Lady 2037Z**
Who Da Man × JSUL 6640 • Reg. 13.08% Chi 363566
DAM OF 2017 CHI JUNIOR NATIONAL GRAND & RESERVE HEIFERS

**LOT 8A:** 1 Package of 4* Embryos sired by Silveiras Style sexed female
*Guarantee 2 pregnancies

**LOT 8B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Colburn Primo sexed female

- This is the mating and donor that were the talk of the summer in 2017. Both the Grand and Reserve Grand heifers at the Chi Junior National were full sibs to the Lot A embryos, sired by Style. The Grand female was shown by the Skiles family, and the Reserve Grand female was shown by the Nikkel family. This feat has likely never happened before in the history of national junior shows.
- In 2017, another Style heifer was born and already has a title, winning Calf Champion in Louisville this fall in both the Open and Junior Chi shows. Additional Style daughters from this mating have sold for record-setting prices, with over three head exceeding the $30,000 mark. Also in 2017, Who Dat Lady sold a Classen and a Broker for just under $20,000 each. A son named High Style sold in 2016 for $30,000 as a young sire.
- This donor dam herself was the 2013 National Champion Chi Female in Louisville and also was Supreme at the Ohio AGR earlier that year.
- Tim has mentioned he would love to see these calves and help with marketing when that time comes. You know the success of the Schaeffer program, and this is truly one of the best options they could offer. Remember, both Grand and Reserve Females at the Chi Junior National.

Offered by: Schaeffer Show Cattle, Tim & Emily Schaeffer 765-541-0738

Embryos by Silveiras Style & Colburn Primo
Sexed female embryos from Griswold’s 5066

Donor: GCC Miss Whiskey 5066
Irish Whiskey x Cold Front (Cunia) • Reg. 1/2 MaineTainer 415688
DAM OF THE 2017 JUNIOR NATIONAL CHAMPION MAINETAINER

LOT 9

LOT 9A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Mr HOC Broker OR W/C Loaded Up sexed female

LOT 9B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Daddys Money OR BOE Garth sexed female

LOT 9C: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Silveiras Style sexed female

• These were some of the most popular embryos sold in last year’s Embryos On Snow. Daughters of 5066 have won the biggest shows in 2017 and have been some of the most popular on the major show circuits.
• Recent winnings of 5066 daughters include the Grand Champion MaineTainer Female at the 2017 NWSS and later Grand Champion at the Maine Junior National this past summer as a cow/calf pair. NEVER before has the same heifer won the Maine Junior National two consecutive years. This female was also Grand or Reserve in both the Open and Junior shows in Kansas City and in Louisville.
• In addition, two Broker daughters have had just as much success, with one of them being named Supreme Champion Heifer at the 2017 Tulsa State Fair for the Sand family and the second heifer being named Third Overall at the 2017 Iowa State Fair. In the recent Griswold Classic, a Broker daughter was featured as Lot 1 and sold for $32,000. The list of winners and high sellers of 5066 will continue to grow. The genetics behind her dam are foundation, maternal-oriented Maine genetics and hard to come by.
• The Lot C embryos are from 5066’s first flush to Style and could be her best mating yet. We all know the success of Style, so buy embryos like this when you have the opportunity.
• These will be the only 5066 embryos sold in 2018.

Offered by: Griswold Cattle, John Griswold 405-780-3300; Craig Sand 405-564-4319
Donor: **Miss Warrant 115**

Warrant × Witch Doctor

**DAM OF 2017 DENVER GRAND CHAMPION STEER**

Full sib to embryos selling
2017 National Western Stock Show Grand Champion Steer

Maternal sib to embryos selling
Many-time champion steer in 2015

**LOT 10A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Fu Man Chu sexed male**

**LOT 10B: 1 Package of 4* Embryos sired by CHOICE of Silveiras Style sexed female OR**

Fu Man Chu unsexed *Guarantee 2 pregnancies

- The embryos selling are full or maternal sibs to the 2017 NWSS Grand Champion Steer, shown by the Skiles family. This popular champion walked away with the top honors at one of the toughest steer shows in the country. Another son of 115 and maternal sib to these embryos, sired by Yellow Jacket, was a many-time champion for the Brumbaugh family in Indiana in 2015.
- Fu Man Chu steers are starting to dominate shows across the country. This mating is sure to be a hit, as proven steer matings are not for sale every day
- The embryos selling in Lot B offer the potential for a deluxe show heifer producing package. The daughters of Style will top the show ring and make good maternal oriented females.

**Offered by: Zach Poliska 815-298-9375**
Donor: **Staley Miss 108**

Yellow Jacket × Mossy Oak/Angus

**DAM OF 2017 IOWA STATE FAIR GRAND CHAMPION STEER**

Full sib to embryos selling

2017 Iowa State Fair Grand Champion Steer

**LOT 11: 1 Package of 4* Embryos sired by Monopoly  *Guarantee 2 pregnancies**

- The embryos selling are full sibs to the 2017 Iowa State Fair Grand Champion Steer. This calf was from the first mating of 108 with Monopoly. Staleys had four calves from this mating, including the Iowa State Fair Champion. That set of calves included three steers and one heifer, with the top calf sold for $52,000 by Tracy Goretzka.
- 108 is a young donor with a productive future ahead of her. These young donor dams are the ones to get in on early. Their progeny and embryos will increase in value as they reach their full potential. 108 only had her fourth calf this past spring.
- You know the success rate of the Monopoly calves and the dominance they have had in the show ring in recent years. Yellow Jacket daughters have made good producers, especially when crossed with these genetics.
- Special thanks to the Staleys for making 108 an EOS exclusive donor dam. These will be the only 108 embryos to sell in 2018. Pay attention to the opportunity here.

Offered by: **Staley Show Cattle, Nolan Staley 712-269-7275, Dean Staley 712-269-9277**

---

**SALE NOTES:**

---

**EMBRYOS ON SNOW 2018  •  FRIDAY, JANUARY 12  •  THE RENAISSANCE DENVER**
LOT 12

9 Embryos Selling

Donor: Smith Bleached Princess 16-1
Extra Special × Monopoly
2017 IOWA STATE FAIR THIRD OVERALL MARKET HEIFER

LOT 12A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of In God We Trust OR Man Among Boys both sexed male (available prior to 5/1/2018)

LOT 12B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of In God We Trust OR Man Among Boys

LOT 12C: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by any bull of buyer’s choice Choice of sexed or unsexed

The embryos selling are from the Third Overall Market Heifer at the Iowa State Fair this past summer. This powerhouse heifer was an eight-time Grand Champion Market Heifer on the Midwest jackpot circuit. These will be the only embryos to sell in 2018 from this EOS exclusive female.

The Lot C embryos offer the buyer the choice to select the sire. Buyer pays all semen costs unless the semen is under $100 per unit. The donor dam is TH Free.

The Brad Smith herd is one of the most respected programs in the country and a source for foundation and successful genetics across the board. We appreciate the support for Embryos on Snow. Take the opportunity to get in on the ground floor of a first year donor dam from one of the country’s leading outfits. These embryos could be one of the major success stories of Embryos On Snow in seasons to come.

Offered by: Brad Smith 712-209-1500; Ryan Knudson

Embryos by In God We Trust or MAB plus the sire of your choice
**LOT 13**

**6 Embryos Selling**

**Donor:** **HPF Ms Honey R007**

SHS Navigator N2B × LBS Passion Maid 4F (Tailor Made)  •  Reg. PB Simmental 2288113

DAM OF 2017 NAILE RESERVE CHAMPION SIMANGUS HEIFER

- **LOT 13A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Silveiras Style  *sexed female*
- **LOT 13B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Mr HOC Broker OR EXAR Classen  *sexed female*

- R007 is another popular Embryos On Snow donor dam. She racked up more wins and high sellers in 2017. This fall, sibs to the embryos selling in this lot sold for $65,000 (by Style), $40,000 (by Classen), $21,000 (by Style) and $10,000 (by Broker). The Classen daughter was selected Reserve Grand Female in the 2017 NAILE Open SimAngus show as a calf and was Reserve Supreme Female at the Heart Of It All in Lima, OH, as well as Supreme Female at the Kansas Beef Expo. To top those wins, a Style heifer was selected as Calf Champion at the Keystone International. This cow continues to get it done, season after season.

- Other past successes of R007 include: Calf Champion SimAngus Heifer at the 2016 NAILE, sold for $45,000; a $45,000 Broker heifer was a division winner at the NWSS for Katie Mize and was champion or in the Top 5 at 19 shows; a son, “Sweet Dreams,” sold in 2016 for $100,000; two heifers sired by I-80 both won their divisions in Louisville, one of which sold for $60,000 to Sullivan while the other sold for $15,000 to Mains. All three heifer calves that Schaeffers took to Louisville out of this great donor cow in 2016 won their respected divisions.

- Few donor dams can claim the kind of consistency that R007 can.

Offered by: **Schaeffer Show Cattle, Tim & Emily Schaeffer 765-541-0738**
LOT 14A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Maternal Made OR BOE Garth sexed female

LOT 14B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Daddys Money sexed female

BPF Whiskey Lady 501C was one of if not the most dominant female on the show road last year, winning at all three majors. These are the first embryos to ever sell out of this Whiskey daughter, and they are exclusive to Embryos On Snow.

501C has gathered these major show wins: Grand Champion MaineTainer, 2016 NAILE, Open and Junior; Reserve Grand Champion MaineTainer, 2017 NWSS, Open and Junior; Reserve Grand Champion MaineTainer, 2016 American Royal, Open and Junior.

Shown by the Walker family, 501C sold as a calf in the 2015 Bushy Park fall sale for $100,000, while a full sib also sold in that sale for $27,500. Their dam, Mimms 4267, has been a featured donor for Mike Mimms and an EOS favorite. The mating of Whiskey on 4267 has been one for the record books, and EOS is pleased to continue this cow family line through this great daughter.

Willow Springs is an up-and-coming program that has definitely stepped up their game, acquiring some great cows over the past couple of years. We are happy to include them in Embryos On Snow.

Offered by: Willow Springs Cattle Co., Eric Walker 479-601-3567
6 Embryos Selling

Donor: GOET 01W ET

Hollywood × Whiskey Girl (Irish Whiskey × Ice Pick) • Reg. 1/2 Maine 478246
DAM OF 2017 AMERICAN ROYAL & NAILE JR. GRAND MAINE HEIFER

Full/maternal sib to embryos selling
2017 NAILE Grand Champion Junior Maine-Anjou Female

Full/maternal sib to embryos selling
2017 American Royal Grand Champion Junior Maine-Anjou Female

 LOT 15A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Drivin 80
 LOT 15B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Silveiras Style or Colburn Primo, both sexed female

- The embryos selling are sibs to the 2017 Grand Champion Maine-Anjou Female at the American Royal and the North American junior shows. Goet was not excited to sell these embryos, and if you knew the success rate from the number of embryos he has born yearly, it would shock you—he sells almost every one of them. Small numbers with big results!
- Donor 01W is a full sister to one of the most popular cows in the industry, Anita Loan. To date, 01W has only had four calves born. This is your chance to get in on the ground floor, and talk about consistency!
- The Lot A embryos are sired by Drivin 80. This mating has produced a couple of great heifer calves. A Drivin 80 daughter was Fifth Overall at the Indiana State Fair, Grand Champion Bred-and-Owned Maine at the Junior National and Champion Maine at both the Royal and North American. A son, sired by I-80, was Grand Champion at the AGR, Reserve at Scarlet and Gray and gathered several other Top 5 wins.
- The Lot B embryos were hard to pry from Goet! He agrees that this cow can work to Angus bulls, and in today’s show heifer world, the Angus-sired heifer calves are becoming dominant in the overall winners’ circle. This will be 01W’s first mating to an Angus sire.
- Good, high percentage Maine genetics like this are rare, in demand and important to the business. We are pleased to include this successful donor dam in the lineup.

Offered by: Goettemoeller Show Cattle, Brian & Dru Goettemoeller 937-459-0209

SALE NOTES: ________________________________

EMBRYOS ON SNOW 2018 • FRIDAY, JANUARY 12 • THE RENAISSANCE DENVER
Pregnancy & embryos from the great Hara’s Hairietta

Donor: Hara’s Hairietta
Who Made Who × Angus
DAM OF 2017 NAILE GRAND CHAMPION SIMSOLUTION HEIFER

Full/maternal sib to embryos selling
2017 NAILE Grand Champion Junior SimSolution Heifer

➤ LOT 16A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Mr HOC Broker sexed female
➤ LOT 16B: 1 Sexed Heifer Calf Pregnancy sired by Mr HOC Broker due 2/22/18 — recip tag 46271
➤ LOT 16C: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of W/C Relentless OR W/C Bankroll sexed female
➤ LOT 16D: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Silveiras Style OR Mr CCF 20/20 Vision sexed female

• Hairietta has sold well over $1.7 million in progeny sales, including bulls, females and steers. To make a complete list of her accomplishments would take an entire catalog itself. Hairietta is possibly the most successful female ever in the club calf and composite producing business. She has been an EOS exclusive donor for many years, and we are pleased to have her continue in our offering.
• Hairietta has now had the Grand champion SimAngus female at Denver three times, NAILE two times and has also won Kansas City, most major beef expos and many jackpots and state fairs. Just last month, a full sib to the embryos selling sold in Paulsen’s sale for $45,000.
• Once again in 2017, Hairietta pulls to the forefront of the offering. At the NAILE, her daughter sired by Broker was slapped Grand Champion SimSolution heifer in the Junior Show and was thought by many to be a supreme contender. This heifer was also named Grand at Fort Worth and Houston. Another sister to this champion was named the 2017 Supreme Grand Champion Heifer over all breeds at the Indiana State Fair.
• In the Lot D embryos, this is the first time Hairietta has been flushed to Style. Take advantage of this one if you want to raise the next high seller or win a banner.

Offered by: Hara Farms, LLC, Mark Hara 937-478-8431; Jeff Hara 614-554-3402

SALE NOTES: ____________________________________________________________

EMBRYOS ON SNOW 2018 • FRIDAY, JANUARY 12 • THE RENAISSANCE DENVER
LOT 17

9 Embryos Selling

Donor: “Tammy” SULL Right Tamale 3365 ET

SULL Right Direction ET × SUL Tamale (Heat Wave) • Reg. 50% Shorthorn *xAR58537

DAM OF MANY TOP SHOW HEIFERS

Dam of embryos selling
2014 NAILE Reserve Grand Champion Junior Chi Heifer

LOT 17A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Mr HOC Broker, W/C Relentless OR Pays To Believe sexed female

LOT 17B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Colburn Primo sexed female

LOT 17C: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by BMW Onset sexed female

• The embryos selling are full or maternal sibs to many heifer champions and overall top five winners. Prices generated from this female include a staggering list from $15,000 to $48,750. Tammy has averaged over $20,000 on her heifer calves, with 100% of them being sold. Tammy’s dam is the famed Tamale that has produced multiple champions and is one of the featured and most important dams in the Sullivan herd. Tammy is a full sister to multiple national junior show champions and supreme champion females at the NAILE.

• Tammy’s progeny wins include: Supreme Champion, Nebraska AGR; Fourth Overall, Hoosier Beef Congress; Reserve Overall, Kentucky Beef Expo; Fourth Overall, Illinois State Fair; Reserve Supreme, World Beef Expo; and Reserve Overall, Iowa State AGR Show.

• The Lot B embryos are full sibs to this year’s high selling heifer for Boyerts that sold in their online sale at $48,750.

• The Lot C embryos are sired by BMW Onset, who was the Grand Champion Chi bull at the NAILE for the Winegardner family. This mating will result in registerable Chi progeny.

• We appreciate the Boyert/Core involvement in this sale.

Offered by: Boyert Show Cattle, Jared Boyert 330-416-4105, Jake 330-635-6825, Clayton 330-410-4232

Embryos by Broker, Relentless or Pays Believe, Primo & Onset

SALE NOTES:
Donor: **J&J Queen 414**

Northern Improvement x J&J Queenie 9206 (Yukon) • Reg. Angus 14694435

**ICONIC ANGUS DAM OF MULTIPLE CHAMPIONS/MULTIPLE BREEDS**

Full & maternal sib embryos to champions across 3 breeds

- **LOT 18A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Irish Whiskey **sexed female**
- **LOT 18B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Mr HOC Broker **sexed female**
- **LOT 18C:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by W/C Loaded Up **sexed female**
- **LOT 18D:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by SCC Tradition of 24 **sexed female**

- The embryos selling out of J&J Queen 414 are sibs to numerous champions and high sellers across the Angus, MaineTainer and SimAngus breeds. 414 continued her legacy this past year, with three heifer calves being shown very successfully. The Myers family captured Champion Angus Heifer this fall at the Tulsa and Oklahoma state fairs. Another heifer shown by the Cunningham family was named Third Overall Heifer at the 2017 Oklahoma Youth Expo. The third heifer, campaigned by the Birdwell family, won Reserve Champion Angus at OYE behind the sister from the Cunningham family.
- Additional champions out of 414 include the 2015 Oklahoma Youth Expo Supreme Champion Female, while another 414 daughter was Reserve Supreme Champion at OYE the same year. Full and maternal sisters to the embryos selling generated many high selling cattle, including prices of $50,000, $30,000, $25,000 and $20,000 in 2016 alone.
- The Lot A embryos, sired by Irish Whiskey, would result in full sibs to Irish Queen, the National Champion MaineTainer Female at Kansas City in 2015 who was also Reserve Supreme Female at the 2015 Oklahoma Youth Expo.
- The embryos selling in Lot B are sired by Broker. These will be full sibs to Stock Broker, the 2015 NAILE National Champion SimAngus Bull that also won Kansas City.
- The Lot D embryos are sired by Traditon of 24, who was the 2017 Grand Champion Angus Bull in Denver. These purebred Angus genetics will be a valuable commodity going forward.

Offered by: **Price Farms, LC** Price 580-821-2371; CH Long 580-799-0134
Donor: **Mimms Donor 4267**

DHD Traveler 6807 x Blackbird 398

DAM OF 2016 NAILE JUNIOR CHAMPION MAINETAINER FEMALE

Full/maternal sib to embryos selling

2016 NAILE Grand Champion Junior MaineTainer Female

LOT 19A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Irish Whiskey

LOT 19B: 1 Heifer Calf Pregnancy sired by Mr HOC Broker  *Due 3/6/2018 — recip tag 2327*

- The embryos selling are full sibs to the 2017 Reserve Grand Champion Junior MaineTainer Heifer at the National Western. The 2017 win comes following a long list of other winning sisters and high sellers that 4267 has generated, including the 2016 NAILE Grand Champion Junior MaineTainer Heifer shown by the Walker family that also won countless other shows. This heifer sold in the 2015 Bushy Park fall sale for $100,000, while a full sib also sold in that sale for $27,500.
- Few embryos exist on this donor that is no longer in production. This great Angus daughter of Traveler 6807 brings strong maternal traits to the table. You can’t ask for much more from a maternal standpoint. Genetics like these are low risk, foundation cattle and ones that will continue to become increasingly rare. A heifer or bull from this cow will offer lots of versatility.
- Dr. Mike Mimms, Hereford, TX, has always been a leading supporter of Embryos On Snow and has allowed us to market his best without reservation.
- The pregnant recipient is housed in west central Illinois. Call Jason Scheetz, 319-470-6488, for shipping arrangements.

**Embryos by Whiskey & heifer calf pregnancy by Broker**

**Embryos On Snow**

**LOT 19**

3 Embryos & Pregnancy

Embryos by Whiskey & heifer calf pregnancy by Broker

SALE NOTES: ____________________________

**E M B R Y O S  O N  S N O W  2 0 1 8 • F R I D A Y , J A N U A R Y 1 2 • T H E  R E N A I S S A N C E  D E N V E R**
LOT 20

9 Embryos Selling

Donor: **JSUL Jalynn Rose 8249U**

Who Da Man x JSUL Jalynn 344 (Heat Wave X Foreplay) • Reg. 21.5% Chi 340088

PROVEN DAM OF CHAMPIONS & HIGH SELLERS

**LOT 20A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Silveiras Style 9303  *sexed female*

**LOT 20B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Irish Whiskey  *sexed female*

**LOT 20C:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Monopoly

- The embryos selling are sibs to many champions and high sellers. Who Da Man made a huge impact with very little semen sold, and his offspring are few and far between. This daughter has made a big mark in the East. She provides a lot of predictable genetics and embryo opportunities in these nine embryos. 8249 is a half sib to the Supreme Female at the NAILE in 2011 and to over a million dollars-plus in progeny sales for the Sullivan and Schaeffer programs.

- The accomplishments of 8249U’s offspring are as follows: seven-time Grand Champion Steer on the Indiana circuit for the Jarck Family in 2017, steers sired by Monopoly and I Believe; Reserve Supreme Female at Ak-Sar-Ben for Hannah Esch in 2014, sired by Monopoly; Grand Champion Steer at the Keystone Exposition for Julie Darr in 2015, sired by Monopoly; Reserve Champion Middle Weight Crossbred at the Pennsylvania Farm Show in 2016, sired by Monopoly; and Third Overall Heifer at the Johnson County Classic for the Paulsen Family in 2015, sired by Monopoly. Josh Blackford purchased nine eggs and had six calves—five sold for $45,000 in sales and he retained the best heifer calf; a $24,500 high selling steer calf.

- These embryos are sure to write a success story for the buyer, and we look forward to promoting your success. Donor tested TH and PHA Free.

Offered by: **Kreisler Show Cattle, Zak Kreisler 954-815-2396**

Embryos by Style, Whiskey & Monopoly

SALE NOTES:_____________________________________________________________
6 Embryos Selling

Donor: Shultz Ms Class 414 42
Dameron First Class × J&J Queen 414 (Northern Improvement) • Reg. Angus 17847708
DAM OF RECENT $47,000 HIGH SELLER

LOT 21A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by W/C Loaded Up
LOT 21B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by PVF Surveillance 4129

- The embryos selling are sibs to the recent and very noted $47,000 highlight of the Black Label Event, sold this fall to the Culpepper Family.
- The dam of Shultz Ms Class 414 42, Queen 414, also has embryos selling in this sale and has been one of the most dominant producers of show females; her mating to First Class is one of the more popular Angus matings in the country. Full sibs to 42 have been Supreme at the Oklahoma Youth Expo, and a maternal sister was Grand Champion MaineTainer at the National Western. The 414 cow has also produced several herd sires, including Stock Broker and Renegade.
- The sire of the Lot A embryos, Loaded Up, sold in last year’s Embryos On Snow for $240,000 for half interest. Loaded Up will be a driving force going forward, and his progeny continue to rack up an impressive record.
- The Lot B embryos are sired by the PVF herd sire Surveillance 4129. Surveillance is a son of BC Lookout that adds a lot of show ring presence. We feel this Angus show heifer mating will be one to watch.

Offered by: Hilmes Cattle Co., Casey & Laken Hilmes, 405-443-9131;
Fenton Farms, Kevin & Chris Fenton 918-839-5462

SALE NOTES: ____________________________

Embryos by Loaded Up & Surveillance

Embryos On Snow 2018 • Friday, January 12 • The Renaissance Denver
**Bred Heifer & Embryos Selling**

**Bred Heifer:** DF Ms Merlot 56049 ET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOT</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>50% interest in DF Ms Merlot 56049 with the option to double the bid and own 100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1 Package of 3 Embryos: TR Ms Wyoming Wind 5604R “Wylie” × Montezuma sexed female</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The heifer and embryos selling are full or maternal sisters to TR Ms Montella 1572Y plus many, many other champions, high sellers and successful genetics in the Charolais breed. Without question, “Wylie” is one of the most decorated females in the Charolais herd registry. She sold for an impressive $105,000 in the Thomas Charolais Dispersion to Derrer Farms and has produced the outstanding female selling as Lot A.
- Here are the most recent champions produced by Wylie: HFCS Ms Destiny D109, Outsider X 5604 daughter owned by Holt Family, Supreme Champion at the 2017 NILE in Billings, MT; JAB Baby Wiley 651, Outsider X 5604 daughter owned by Breeze Bunker, 2017 Charolais Junior National Reserve Division Champion, American Royal Division Champion and Wisconsin State Fair Grand Champion; Conley LJR Wylie 125E ET, Outsider X 5604 daughter owned by Patin Stiles, 2017 American Royal Junior Heifer Calf Champion; and AWR BB Queen 527, Outsider X 5604 daughter owned by Raley Dowling, 2017 Charolais Junior National class winner.
- Lot E–A, Merlot, was bred AI 8/25/2017 to M&M Outsider 4003. Ultrasounded safe, carrying a heifer calf.

**Offered by:** Thomas Ranch, Troy & VeaBea Thomas, 605-222-1258 Troy; Cally Kindred 605-222-1515; Derrer Farms, Rod, Julie & Rylee Derrer 309-314-1492

**SALE NOTES:**

**EMBRYOS ON SNOW 2018 • FRIDAY, JANUARY 12 • THE RENAISSANCE DENVER**
LOT 22: 1 Reverse sort IVF cycle

- This cow family is one of many of the newly surfacing success stories resulting from Embryos On Snow donor dams. A couple of years ago, we sold an IVF cycle for the Mark Johnson family on 3R’s Angelina, one of the most decorated Charolais show females in that season. Angelina has gone on to out-produce herself in a short time period. This successful cow family will continue to add purple to the list of winners.
- KE Wonder Woman claims these wins to her list of honors: Champion Charolais and Third Overall Heifer, 2017 Oklahoma Junior Cattlemen’s Association Summer Preview Show; Fourth Overall Charolais Heifer, 2017 Charolais Junior National; Champion Charolais and Reserve Supreme Female, 2017 Tulsa State Fair; Grand Champion Charolais Female, 2017 American Royal Junior and Open shows.
- Opportunities like this are what Embryos On Snow is all about—past success and future success. This may well be one of the most sought after Charolais IVF cycles to sell this year. Thanks to Lance and Jerrod for allowing us to sell such great genetics as this.
- IVF CYCLE TERMS: Seller guarantees a minimum of six sexed embryos to result in a minimum of three pregnancies with no cap. Seller will pay IVF charges. Buyer will pay semen cost and all freezing and/or transfer fees. IVF cycle to be completed by fall 2017.

Offered by: Kelton Arthur, contact Jerrod Arthur 405-826-6807; Grand Hills Cattle, Lance Pfeiff 970-215-5281

SALE NOTES:
**Full sib to embryos selling**  
TR Mr Fire Water 5792RET × KC Miss Impressed 5145 P  •  Reg. PB Charolais EF1187290  
**DAM OF 2017 NAILE CHAMPION CHAROLAIS FEMALE**

- The embryos selling are full sibs to one of the most popular Charolais heifers this year, BRCHE TR Dory 6501, shown by the Effling family and the featured Live Lot C at the start of this sale. Dory was named Grand Champion Heifer at the 2017 NAILE in both the Open and Junior shows. She was a popular champion and as a calf was named Calf Champion at the 2017 National Western. She also gathered many champion banners this summer, including Reserve Supreme at the South Dakota Spotlight and Supreme at the South Dakota State Fair.
- The donor dam, 4724, comes from a powerful cow family with a long list of national champion and major show champion females in her pedigree. The dam of 4724, KC Miss Impressed 5145 P, was the National Champion Charolais Female in 2007 and also produced the $115,000 and numerous-time champion TR Ms Kay 30A.
- Thanks to the Bertsche family for selling these embryos. These embryos will gain speed as we go forward.

**Offered by:**  
**Bertsche Cattle, Brandon and Sasha Bertsche 815-867-0547**

**Charolais embryos by M&M Outsider**
LOT 24: 1 Package of 4* Embryos sired by CHOICE of M&M Outsider 4003 OR TR PZC Mr Turton, both sexed female, available prior to 4/15/2018 *Guarantee 2 pregnancies

- The embryos selling are maternal or full sisters to this year’s Junior National Champion Charolais Female. We are pleased to have such a valuable and productive female from the Oattes program in Canada.

- Embryos sired by Turton would result in full sibs to the 2017 Junior National Charolais Champion Female, who was also Calf Champion at the 2016 North American. This heifer was admired by many this summer when she won the Junior National. The Oattes are producing and offering some of the finest Canadian Charolais genetics available today.

- Here’s a hard choice between two sires that have been dominant in the past several seasons. Turton, a son of the famed 0641, continues to produce functional cattle that win. Outsider made a big splash with his first calf crop in the spring of 2016. His progeny continue to gather champions at many shows.

- NOTE: These embryos will be available prior to April 15, 2018, as 26X is currently bred to calve in early January.

Offered by: Oattes Cattle, Craig Oattes 613-633-0755, Jack Oattes 613-633-7969

Charolais embryos by Outsider or Turton

SALE NOTES:
Charolais IVF cycle & embryos by Outsider

Lot 25

Donor: TR Ms Turton 3680A

TR PZC Mr Turton 0794 ET × TR Ms Tradition 6652S • Reg. PB Charolais F1180430

DAM OF HIGH SELLERS IN FALL 2017

■ LOT 25A: 1 Sexed Female IVF Cycle
■ LOT 25B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by M&M Outsider 4003 sexed female

• TR Ms Turton 3680A was purchased in the Thomas Ranch Dispersal, and this was her first year in the Buck and Boyert–Core programs. The four heifer calves she has produced sired by Outsider have sold for $65,000, $38,000, $16,000 and $12,000 for an average sale price on all heifers born in 2017 of $32,750 per head. Quite a start for a young donor female! We are excited to add 3680A to the exclusive Embryos On Snow lineup.
• 3680A is sired by the famed Turton and backed by solid Thomas Ranch genetics. Her mating to the outcross sire Outsider is a sure bet. Don’t pass up an opportunity to secure this kind of mating for next year’s calf crop. There aren’t many variables in a genetic package like this.
• Terms of IVF Cycle: Buyer will receive a minimum of six embryos and three pregnancies with no cap. Seller pays IVF charges. Buyer pays semen cost and all freezing and/or transfer fees. Contact Jared or Jirl for more details.


SALE NOTES:
LOT 26

6 Embryos & 1 Pregnancy

Donor: TR Ms Montella 1572Y
Montezuma × TR Ms Wyoming Wind 5604R  •  Reg. PB Charolais F1136470
DAM OF 2017 AMERICAN ROYAL RESERVE CHAMPION HEIFER

Charolais embryos & pregnancy by M&M Outsider

Full sib to embryos & pregnancy selling
2017 American Royal Reserve Grand Champion Charolais Heifer

Maternal sister to embryos & pregnancy selling
TR Ms Berkley 4711 —
2016 NWSS Grand Champion Charolais Heifer

• LOT 26A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by M&M Outsider 4003 sexed female
• LOT 26B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by M&M Outsider 4003 sexed female
• LOT 26C: 1 Heifer Calf Pregnancy sired by M&M Outsider 4003 due choice of 4/1/2018 or 5/1/2018

- The embryos and pregnancy selling are maternal sibs to many high sellers and champions in the past two seasons. 1572Y was the 2013 National Champion Female and, being a daughter of Montezuma 6T, is an outcross to Fire Water. 1572Y was one of the high selling females in the Thomas Dispersion at $100,000 for full interest and full possession. Her recent calf crops have secured her position as one of the most valuable donors in the business, and she is one of the most talked-about and decorated females of the Charolais breed.

- 2017 winnings of Montella progeny: BOY BSMT Montella 616ET, American Royal Reserve Grand Female, sold for $80,000 and shown by Sara Sullivan, sired by Outsider; BRCHE TR Bevins Bunny 6104, 2017 Division Champion NAILE and Reserve Division 2017 Junior National for David Smith; TR Ms Dottie 6703D ET, 2017 Charolais Junior National class winner and South Dakota State Fair Reserve Grand Champion, owned by Paislee Carlson and sired by Outsider.

- In addition to her recent success, the young Montella already has accumulated an impressive track record. Monty’s first calf crop generated two heifer calves that sold for $60,000 and $28,000 and included the American Royal Calf Champion in 2014.

- No other embryos will be sold at auction this year. We are proud to have sold embryos on this donor four years running.

- Lot C recip is a commercial cow housed at Thomas Ranch. Buyer has the choice of a calving date of either April 1, or May 1, 2018.

Offered by: Maple Lane Farms, Keith Lambright 260-336-6008; Thomas Ranch, Troy & VeaBea Thomas, 605-222-1258 Troy; Cally Kindred 605-222-1515
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Donor: Thomas Ms Impressive 0641
JWK Impressive D040 x BCI Miss VeryLimit 6033P • Reg. PB Charolais F873178
THE CHAROLAIS DONOR TO TIE TO

Full/maternal sib to embryos & pregnancy selling
2017 Agribition Stock Show Supreme Champion Overall Breeds

- **LOT 27A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by M&M Outsider 4003 *sexed female*
- **LOT 27B:** 1 Heifer Calf Pregnancy sired by TR Mr Fire Water *Recip Tag 2185, due 3/6/2018*
- **LOT 27C:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of M&M Outsider 4003 OR TR Mr Fire Water
- **LOT 27D:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by TR Mr Fire Water

- 0641 remains the most decorated female in Charolais history and possibly across other breeds of show champion generating genetics. To add to her astounding list of accomplishments, she most recently produced the Supreme Champion Female at the Canadian Agribition. The Supreme honor at Agribition is one of the most coveted awards in show business. This champion female was sired by Fire Water.
- 0641 has far exceeded $2,000,000 in progeny sales, generating countless purebred champions as well as champion steers at many major shows. She could very easily be the most productive cow of any breed in the current time of purebred beef cattle production. 0641 continues to leave a big impact, not only through her direct sons and daughters but through their progeny as well.
- In 2016, a Fire Water daughter was named Reserve Champion Female at the Junior National and Reserve Grand in the NAILE Junior Charolais Show.
- In 2015, a Firewater x 0641 sold at the Schaeffer and Tice sale for $75,000 in addition to many other heifers sold for $20,000 to $50,000. Another daughter was Reserve Grand Champion at the 2015 Charolais Junior National for the Effling Family.
- The Fire Water x 0641 mating has produced many National Champion Charolais titles, both bulls and heifers. That mating also produced the 2011 National Champion Bull and Female and the 2012 Champion Charolais Female at the American Royal, the 2011 Champion Female at the National Western Stock Show 2010 National Champion Female plus other major winners. In addition to these champions, 0641 has produced numerous cattle selling over the $50,000 mark, and multiple progeny from this mating have sold in the five digits.
- Some of the embryos selling are from the original 0641; some are from a clone. The Lot B pregnancy guarantees a live heifer calf.

Offered by: Polzin Cattle, Chris Polzin 612-916-0105; 0641 Syndicate, Billy Wolf/Blaine Rodgers 559-314-4630

Charolais pregnancy & embryos by Outsider & Fire Water

SALE NOTES: ________________________________

---
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Charolais full/maternal sib embryos & pregnancy to M&M Outsider

6 Embryos & 1 Pregnancy

Donor: M&M Ms Carbine 1567
M&M Raptor 8122 Pld x Ms Cooley Jpot 1107N9 ET • Reg. PB Charolais F1151854
DAM OF M&M OUTSIDER

Full/maternal sib to embryos & pregnancy selling
M&M Outsider 4003 — by LT Long Distance 9001

• LOT 28A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of RBM TR Rhinestone, KC Design 4246 OR LT Long Distance 9001 all sexed female

• LOT 28B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by LT Rushmore

• LOT 28C: 1 Bull Calf Pregnancy sired by LT Long Distance 9001 due 3/2/2018

• The embryos selling are full and maternal sibs to M&M Outsider and to the 2017 NAILE Charolais Calf Champion Female. Another daughter of 1567 was named Calf Champion in the Bred-and-Owned Division of the NAILE Junior Show. This fall, daughters of 1567 sold for $31,000, $30,000, $25,000, $20,000 and $14,500.

• Outsider continues to dominate the show ring, with nearly every major champion in 2017 being sired by him. The high sellers and champions sired by Outsider are becoming too long a list to print. M&M Outsider 4003’s semen is the featured lead lot in this year’s EOS Sale.

• Ms Carbine 1567 is just a six-year-old and still has worlds of potential. She is an outcross donor that combines breed-leading maternal genetics in a calving-ease pedigree. She was a featured female in the Thomas Dispersion at $67,500, where her embryos sold for $3,000 each. After Denver last year, Grand Hills cattle purchased an interest in this great female to add to their impressive donor battery. Visit the Thomas and CK Cattle Charolais pen bulls at this year’s National Western that will feature the powerful sons of Carbine 1567.

• In Lot C, you are buying a bull calf pregnancy that will result in a full brother to Outsider. The recipient is housed at Jerry Arthur’s, Chickasha, OK.

Offered by: Thomas Ranch, Troy & YeaBea Thomas, 605-222-1258 Troy; Cally Kindred 605-222-1515; CK Cattle, Chris Effling 605-769-0142; Grand Hills Cattle, Lance Pfeiff 970-215-5281; Jerry Arthur 405-255-8881

SALE NOTES: 

Embryos on Snow 2018 • Friday, January 12 • The Renaissance Denver
Donor: **WDZ Skittles 6037 P ET**

Embryos Selling

**LOT 29A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by M&M Outsider 4003 *sexed female, available before 4/15/2018*

**LOT 29B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Monopoly

---

**Dam of embryos selling**

WDZ Skittles 6037 P ET — 2017 Charolais Junior National Reserve Grand Champion Heifer

---

- **LOT 29A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by M&M Outsider 4003 *sexed female, available before 4/15/2018*
- **LOT 29B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Monopoly

- This young donor dam was Reserve Grand Champion Female at the 2017 Junior National Charolais Show and comes straight from the heart of the Zehnder–Waage program. She was a highlight of the JT Weber Family Sale. You have the opportunity to get in on some of the first progeny out of this popular young female that will be a cornerstone for these leading outfits.
- 6037 has had a dominating show career but more importantly has a proven pedigree line to produce winning and high selling cattle. Her granddam is one of the original Ms Impressive 0641 daughters, and the dam of 6037 produced a son and grandson in the Zehnder–Waage 2017 NWSS Champion Pen of Five Bulls.
- WDZ Skittles 6037 has been awarded these honors: Reserve Grand Champion Owned Female and Champion Division III, 2017 Charolais Junior National; Supreme Champion Breeding Heifer, 2017 Minnesota State Fair FFA Show; Champion Charolais Heifer, 2017 Ak-Sar-Ben, 2017 Minnesota State Fair 4-H Show, 2017 Sioux Empire Farm Show, 2017 North Star Classic Junior Show and 2016 North Star Classic Open and Junior shows.

**Offered by:** Netzke Show Cattle, Glen 507-530-6275, Christian 507-829-3284, Thomas 507-530-6276, Paige 507-829-7926

---

**SALE NOTES:**
Donor: TR Ms Smokette 6758S ET

TR SmokeOnTheWater ET × ALC Kate T07K • Reg. PB Charolais F1042415
GREAT CHAROLAIS DONOR STANDING THE TEST OF TIME

Dam of embryos selling
TR Ms Smokette 6758S ET

📍 LOT 30A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by
M&M Outsider sexed female
📍 LOT 30B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of M&M Outsider,
TR PZC Mr Turton OR TR Mr Fire Water
📍 LOT 30C: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Fu Man Chu OR Monopoly

• Smokette is one of the most productive cows of all time in the Charolais breed and composite world. She has compiled an extensive list of champions and high sellers. She hit again in 2017 when she produced a heifer sired by Turton that was Grand Champion Charolais and Reserve Grand Continental Heifer at the Houston Livestock Show; this female was also named Grand Champion at San Antonio.
• The embryos selling are also sibs to the Champion Charolais Female at the 2016 Fort Worth Stock Show Junior Show, Champion Continental Heifer in both rings at the Belt Buckle Bonanza and Champion Charolais at the Heart of Texas Show. She was sired by Turton.
• In the steer world, Smokette produced the Grand Champion Steer at the 2015 Michigan State Fair, the Grand Champion Steer at the 2014 Hoosier Beef Congress and the 2012 Ohio State Fair Grand Champion Steer.
• Smokette herself was the 2007 National Champion Charolais Female and won as many banners as any female in her time, claiming major titles at Denver, Kansas City and the NAILE. She was the 2007 Show Female of the Year with the highest point accumulation in Charolais history. There is a reason that Smokette has been in this sale for many years. Although she is not a big egg producer, the consistency she produces is astonishing.

Offered by: Smokette Syndicate; Billy Wolf, Blaine Rodgers 559-314-4630

SALE NOTES: ________________________________
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LOT 31

6 Embryos Selling

Donor: M&amp;M Ms Stealth 9509 Plid

Embryos on Snow

| Dam of embryos selling | M&amp;M Ms Stealth 9509 Plid ET |

- **LOT 31A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by M&amp;M Outsider 4003  *sexed female*
- **LOT 31B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by PCC Rome  *sexed female*

- 9509 was the $45,000 half interest female selected by Lance Pfieff in the 2017 Embryos On Snow Sale. Lance has put together some of the best Charolais donors in the country, and he along with Polzins are sharing genetics out this great female. 9509 is one of the Charolais breed’s leading donor dams and has an impressive record of production. This female sold as Lot E in last year’s EOS live offering.
- In 2016, 9509 generated a Turton daughter sold for $12,000 to the McCracken family, a heifer by Starbuck for $17,000 to the Miller family, and a flush sold for $10,000.
- We are all excited to see the first calves sired by PCC Rome, the new outcross sire who was an Agribition Champion.
- These matings will result in combinations of some of the most important and successful genetics in the business.

Offered by: Polzin Cattle, Chris Polzin 612-916-0105; Grand Hills Cattle, Lance Pfeiff 970-215-5281

Charolais embryos by Outsider & Rome

SALE NOTES:
Charolais embryos by Outsider & Fire Water

LOT 32: 6 Embryos Selling

Donor: TR Ms Randi 0633X
SCC 145R 93U Pld x Thomas Ms Wy Wind 3638N • Reg. PB Charolais F1122939
DAM OF RECENT HIGH SELLERS

Maternal sib to embryos selling
Sold for $17,000

Maternal sib to embryos selling
Sold for $9,500

- LOT 32A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by M&M Outsider 4003 sexed female
- LOT 32B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by TR Mr Fire Water sexed female

- This donor dam was the talk of the Effling pasture sale. Heifer calves sired by both Outsider and Firewater topped the sale, selling for $25,000, $25,000, $17,000, $16,000 and a steer call for $20,000. These heifer calves are sure to be a hit in 2018.
- Randi produced a herd bull that will be the talk of Denver for the Charolais breed. Named CAG Streetside, he is a full sib to one of the packages selling.
- The best and most profitable embryos can be hidden away in lots such as this one. Grand Hills Cattle recently purchased half interest in this great donor that we pursued as a live lot for this sale. You know the success behind the Thomas program and the TR prefix. This donor will be an Embryos On Snow exclusive. Watch for her high selling progeny this fall in South Dakota.

Offered by: CK Cattle, Chris Effling 605-769-0142; Thomas Ranch, Troy & VeaBea Thomas, 605-222-1258 Troy; Cally Kindred 605-222-1515; Grand Hills Cattle, Lance Pfeiff 970-215-5281
LOT 33
A, B

6 Embryos Selling

Donor: HF Mustang Sally 904 Pld
TR Mr Fire Water 5792RET × Wells–JBJ PlatinumLady336 • Reg. PB Charolais F1104171
DAM OF 2017 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE FAIR GRAND STEER

Mustang Sally embryos by Monopoly & Outsider

LOT 33A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Monopoly
LOT 33B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by M&M Outsider 4003 sexed female

- The embryos selling are maternal sibs to the 2017 Grand Champion Steer at the South Dakota State Fair and the Grand Champion Composite Charolais Heifer at the 2016 South Dakota State Fair. There have been many other champions and high sellers produced by this predictable donor. Mustang Sally is one of the most noted females of her breed and in the composite world.
- Sally was a decorated champion herself, winning Reserve Grand Champion Charolais Female at Agribition, Reserve Grand at the Charolais Junior National and Grand Champion Charolais at the 2010 NWSS Junior Heifer Show.
- Other Sally success stories include a Monopoly heifer calf that went on to be slapped Supreme Champion Female at the 2013 Ohio State Fair, a $62,000 steer calf and Champion Charolais in both the Junior and Open shows as well as Fourth Overall in the 4-H Breeding Heifer Show at the 2014 South Dakota State Fair. A son was Champion Charolais Bull at the Black Hills Stock Show and won his division at the National Show in Kansas City.
- Mustang Sally sold as a live lot in the 2014 Embryos On Snow Sale for $65,000 for half interest to Reimann and Brad Schnoor. She has been a highlight of Embryos On Snow and proves herself year in and year out. A heifer calf sired by Game On will be in the string here at Denver…an impressive beast owned by Cory Miller.

Offered by: Thomas Ranch, Troy & VeaBea Thomas, 605-222-1258 Troy; Cally Kindred 605-222-1515; BJ Hansen 605-228-6199

SALE NOTES:
LOT F: The Entire 2018 Semen Inventory on Pendleton

- Embryos On Snow has offered some of the most elite and promising live lots and young sires to sell. This year, Pendleton is a highlight and sure to be one of the most exciting Angus bulls to come out of Denver in 2018.
- Jason Hoffman was out looking for Angus show heifers when he saw this bull at Wards’. His exact words were, “I had no intention of buying an Angus bull that day, but I thought he was too unique and didn’t want to pass him up, as I thought we would hear about him for years to come.”
- This bull comes from a long line of show heifer prospects stemming all the way back to Lucy 7360 at Prairie View Farms. Embryos On Snow sold an IVF cycle on this bull’s granddam for $26,000 in 2013. There is a long line of history and success with Embryos On Snow and this cow family.
- This is an exciting offering to get the only semen offered for sale in 2018 on this popular young Angus herd sire prospect from Hoffman, Express, Miller, Ward and the Swanson families.
- TERMS: Selling 1000 units of semen on Pendleton as one lump sum from his first collections. Sellers will also have semen for in-herd use only, to be used only on their cows and to never be sold or given away. Semen packages available prior to sale on a first-come, first-serve basis—contact an owner to get in the group to ensure that you have semen for this breeding season. No semen will be sold after this group is collected to purchase these first 1000 units. You will not have a chance to buy semen again in 2018 from these owners.

Offered by: Hoffman Ranch, Jason Hoffman 530-604-5096; Express Ranches, 405-350-0044; Prairie View Farms, Alan Miller 217-840-6935; Ward Brothers, Jack, MaryAnn and Carter Ward 816-261-0891; Swanson Farms, Chris Swanson 712-229-5947; Tom Hanson, 712-260-6561

Angus 2018 semen inventory

SALE NOTES:

---------------
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**Lot 34A:** 1 Heifer Calf Pregnancy sired by C&C Priority due 2/3/2018, recip tag 38140

**Lot 34B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Dameron Best In Class sexed female

- 1339 is arguably the Angus breed’s most dominant donor cow and has been for quite some time. In 2017, Colburns sold several show heifers out of 1339 at an impressive sale average of $45,000 per head.
- The embryos selling are sibs in blood to CCC Sara’s Dream 5116, shown by the Nowatzke family as the Grand Champion Owned Heifer at the 2016 Angus Junior National, then Supreme Champion Overall in Kansas City and finally Grand Champion Angus Heifer in the Junior Show at Louisville while finishing her career here in Denver as Grand Champion in the open show. 5116 was the winningest Angus heifer of 2016.
- Another sister in blood to the Lot B embryos was shown by the Guyer family. This heifer started her career here in Denver in 2016, winning Champion Prospect Breeding Heifer, then Supreme at the 2017 Illinois Beef Expo, Supreme at the Illinois State Fair and Division III Champion at the NJAS.
- Another heifer calf out of 1339 was Reserve Champion Winter Calf in Denver last year for David Smith. A fourth heifer, shown in 2016 by Carly Wheeler, was Grand at Cow Palace plus other shows in California.
- Best In Class sold last year in Denver and is a full brother to Dameron First Class. Thanks to the Colburn family and Silveira Brothers for this special lot. Nowhere else can you find such proven genetics as this. Tie hard here.
- The Lot A recip is housed at Colburn Cattle. The Lot B embryos are from Silveira Bros.

Offered by: Silveira Bros., Darrell Silveira, Rick Blanchard 559-217-1502, Garrett Blanchard 559-978-2778; Colburn Cattle, Ron Colburn 559-269-3175, Matt Avila 559-967-4599

SALE NOTES:
**LOT 35**

**9 Embryos Selling**

**Donor: ALL PVF Blackbird 645**

**Saugahatchee × PVF Blackbird 201 (New Horizon) • Reg. Angus 15394462**

**DAM OF 2017 NJAS CHAMPION FEMALE & EOS SUCCESS STORY**

---

**Maternal sib to pregnancy & embryos selling**

2017 National Junior Angus Show Grand Champion Female

- **LOT 35A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by C&C Priority *sexed female*
- **LOT 35B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Dameron First Class
- **LOT 35C:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by BC Lookout

- Here's an Embryos On Snow success story! The heifer shown by the Udell family that was named Champion Owned Female at the Angus Junior National this summer was the result of an embryo sold in this sale. The Udell heifer was also named the 2017 American Royal Grand Champion Angus Heifer in the Junior show and at the NAILE was slapped Reserve Grand Angus Heifer in the Junior show.
- Prairie View and Four Corners sold embryos on Blackbird 645 three years ago in Embryos On Snow. Harrell and Groth purchased them, raised this heifer calf and Hoffman Ranch sold her to Udell for an impressive price of $80,000. Good investment with top results! We strive to get the best donors in every breed and are happy to report success stories such as this from an EOS purchase.
- Not only did 645 produce the 2017 NJAS Champion, she also raised the Grand Champion Angus Female at the 2014 NAILE and 2015 Fort Worth Stock Show for the Nowatzke family (full sibs to Lot B); that same heifer also won the 2014 Michigan Beef Expo for them. Other champions produced by 645 were the 2014 Reserve Champion Angus Female at the Illinois State Fair and more recently the 2016 Third Overall Heifer at the Gibson County Preview Show. A BC Lookout x 645 daughter, FCF Blackbird 450, was a two-time Kansas State Fair Junior Show Grand Champion Female—first as a fall calf and then as a Senior Yearling. Also produced by 645 was the $100,000 high selling heifer in the history of PVF.
- Here's another important note—645 recently passed away. Only in Embryos on Snow will you have this opportunity. This lot has proven to be one of the biggest success stories in the sale. Capitalize on this opportunity while available.

**Offered by:** Four Corners Farms, Greg & Eric McClure 618-928-0123 or 618-553-0167; Prairie View Farms, Alan Miller 217-840-6935

---

**SALE NOTES:**
Lot 36

**1 Pregnancy Selling**

**Donor:** EXAR Frontier Gal 1405

Dameron First Class \* WCC Frontier Gal 39 • Reg. Angus 16915135

**DAM OF 2017 NAILE GRAND & RESERVE ANGUS HEIFER CALF**

---

**Full sib to pregnancy selling**

2017 NAILE Angus Heifer Calf Champion —

$150,000 high selling heifer calf of the EXAR Big Event

---

**Full sib to pregnancy selling**

2017 NAILE Angus Reserve Heifer Calf Champion —

$140,000 second high selling heifer calf of the EXAR Big Event

---

**Lot 36A: 1 Heifer Calf Pregnancy sired by S&R Roundtable J328 due 2/26/2018**

- $150,000, $140,000 and $130,000 are the figures commanded by three full sisters to this pregnancy that sold last fall in Express Ranches’ Big Event. We are ecstatic to offer a pregnancy of this caliber. Where else can you go to buy something of this magnitude?

- All three of the sisters to the pregnancy selling were well received in Louisville this fall. The $150,000 high selling heifer from the Big Event was shown in Louisville and claimed the Champion Calf title for the Walker family. The Sullivan family showed another full sib that was Reserve Champion Heifer Calf at Louisville which also sold in the Big Event last fall for $140,000. The third sister to these heifers, purchased by the West family from Texas, sold in the same sale for $130,000.

- The donor dam of these embryos was an elite show heifer herself, claiming titles at the biggest ROV Angus shows in her time. 1405 has been a phenomenal producer, selling 10 heifer calves—all full sibs to this pregnancy—for an average of $63,000 each.

- At the 2017 Angus Junior National, another full sister was named the Division II Champion Owned Heifer, EXAR Frontier Gal 5906. What a great and valuable opportunity here. This could be the top pregnancy ever offered from Express Ranches, and that would be a large statement.

Offered by: Express Ranches, 405-305-0044

---

**SALE NOTES:**
Donor: FCF Proven Queen 419
First-N-Goal × Proven Queen 615 (New Horizon) • Reg. Angus 17889848
2016 NWSS & 2015 NAILE GRAND CHAMPION ANGUS FEMALE

LOT 37

LOT 37A: 1 Reverse Sort Female IVF Cycle
LOT 37B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Silveiras Style sexed female

• The embryos selling are full sibs to this year’s Heart Of It All Supreme Heifer in Ring A and Reserve Supreme in Ring B, born from the first set of calves out of this decorated donor dam.
• FCF Proven Queen 419 “Vi” has been one of the most talked-about Angus heifers to ever show and one of the most decorated females in the Angus breed. Vi was named the Grand Champion Heifer at the 2015 NAILE Open Show. She claimed Grand Champion in both the Open and Junior shows at the National Western in 2016. This cow family is backed by some of the most proven genetics in the Angus breed.
• Vi’s dam, 615, has produced countless other champions on the national, state and regional levels. The consistency behind this line of females is one for the record books. Check out the embryos selling in this sale out of 615.
• In Vi’s first calf crop, she produced the Supreme Champion Heifer this winter at the Heart Of It All in Ohio—the first big show of the year with over 700 head in attendance. Two more full sibs were sold by Rogers to the Sullivan and Nowatzke families. Look for all of these heifers on the Hill in Denver. These will be some of the finest Angus genetics to sell in 2018.
• Terms of IVF Cycle: IVF cycle available immediately. Selling an IVF reverse sort female cycle at Trans Ova. Seller guarantees a minimum of four embryos to result in a minimum of two pregnancies. All embryos over eight will be split 50/50, with buyer receiving the odd-numbered embryos and seller receiving the even. Buyer pays IVF charges, semen cost and all freezing and/or transfer fees.


IVF cycle & Angus embryos by Style
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LOT 38

Donor: FCF SCC PVF Proven Queen 615

New Horizon x Proven Queen010 (Leachman Explorer) • Reg. Angus 15389097 [DDC]

DAM OF MULTIPLE NATIONAL CHAMPION FEMALES

Full/maternal sib to embryos selling
FCF Proven Queen 419 — 2015 NAILE Grand Champion Angus Female
— sired by First-N-Goal

лот 38А: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of SCC First-N-Goal OR Colburn Primo
both sexed female

лот 38В: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Silveiras Style 9303, SCC Tradition of 24 OR
PVF Surveillance all sexed female

615 is an Embryos On Snow dedicated donor and one that needs no introduction. This year, the 2017 Reserve Grand Champion Female in the open show at the North American was a granddaughter of 615. There is a lot of cow family in this pedigree.

The embryos selling in Lot A are sibs to the 2016 National Western Grand Champion heifer in both the Junior and Open show, a feat that has rarely been accomplished, and this same heifer was also Grand in Louisville. 615 also produced the Supreme Champion Female at the 2014 Kentucky Beef Expo and Third Overall at the 2013 Hoosier Beef Congress. Other offspring of Proven Queen 615 include the 2017 Third Overall at the Indiana State Fair and she was also slapped Fourth Overall at the 2017 Kentucky Beef Expo; the 2011 Illinois State Fair Junior Show Reserve Supreme Champion Female, FCF Proven Queen 022; a $40,000 heifer calf sired by American Classic that sold in the fall 2014 Prairie View Farms online sale; and another daughter that was one of the top sellers for McClures in the fall of 2014. The Rodgers family also showed a First Class daughter that was named Supreme at the Kentucky Beef Expo.

615 herself was a many-time champion, including NJAS Reserve Division, Supreme Female at the Illinois Preview Show and Reserve Grand at the Illinois State Fair Open Show. This cow continues to dominate the show ring with her daughters, even at 12 years of age. These embryos will not be offered again in 2018.

Offered by: Four Corners Farms, Greg & Eric McClure 618-928-0123 or 618-553-0167;
Prairie View Farms, Alan Miller 217-840-6935; Brandon Jones, 309-370-1081

Angus embryos by your choice of prominent sires

SALE NOTES:
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LOT 39: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of EXG RS First Rate, KR Casino 6243, PVF Insight OR EXAR Blue Chip all sexed female

- The embryos selling are from the famed dam of Dameron First Class, Northern Miss 3114.
- The embryos selling are full and maternal sisters to the Reserve Champion Cow/Calf at the 2016 National Junior Angus Show and Reserve Grand Champion in Kansas City in 2015. This female was purchased as an embryo in EOS and sold the following season for $147,000...pretty safe investment!
- In Dameron’s fall 2016 production sale, a maternal sib by Insight sold for $84,000 to the Brooks family. In Dameron’s fall 2017 sale, a maternal sib to these embryos sold for $40,000, while two other sibs sold in the Ray dispersal for $44,000 and $28,000.
- The embryos selling are full and maternal sibs to Dameron Northern Miss 0109, the 2012 Denver Grand Champion Angus Female, and to First Class. First Class simply needs no introduction. He is without question one of the most dominant and talked-about bulls in the history of the Angus breed. His semen has recently sold from $15,000 to $25,000 per unit.
- 3114’s track record would include high sellers in every Dameron sale over the past several years. Four heifer calves were sold for an average of nearly $85,000 each for half interest. Full sib heifer calves have sold for more than $100,000 for half interest. Year after year, these females top the Dameron sale. In 2012, two full brothers sold in the Express Ranches Big Event—both bulls sold 1/3 semen interest for $130,000.
- The history and success behind this pedigree and this cow family are rare and unprecedented. The potential for success behind this mating is unparalleled.

Offered by: Dameron Angus, Gary 309-261-2191 or Jeff 309-532-2000

Angus embryos by choice of 4 sires
Donor: **Brooking Rose 201**

Sooline Motive 9016 x E A Rose 918  •  Reg. Canadian Angus 1691203

ONE OF CANADA’S BEST — MATERNAL SISTER TO BANK NOTE

**LOT 40A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Silveiras Style 9303 OR Colburn Primo  
both sexed female

**LOT 40B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by SAV Renovation 6822  sexed female

- Brooking Rose 201 is one of the continent’s most famous and productive Angus females. 201 is a maternal sister to the $125,000 Brooking Bank Note 4040. Bank Note’s first 30 progeny sold at Brookings’ averaged in excess of $19,000. A flush on Brooking Rose 201 sold to Schwan Angus for $18,000, and a son, Brooking Harvard 7061, will highlight the spring bull sale.

- The dam of 201 was a many-time champion in Canada. She now resides at ZWT Ranch and has been regarded as one of the top cows in the breed, generating over $400,000 in revenue to date. Two flushes on her sold for $27,000 and $24,000.

- A full sister to the donor, Soo Line Rose 1019, has sold several five-figured progeny, highlighted by the $47,500 Brooking Real Estate. 1019 also holds the record for the top selling embryos in Canada at $4,000 per embryo, and a pregnancy also sold for $15,000.

- The Lot B embryos are sired by SAV Renovation 6822, who sold for $47,500 and is a leading sire at Brooking Angus Ranch. His first semen at auction averaged $355 per straw in their online sale.

- This is a leading Angus female and one of the most important in the business. There are a great deal of proven, predictable and valuable genetics in this lot that we are pleased to have from Brooking Angus.

Offered by: **Brooking Angus Ranch, Justin Morrison 306-536-4590**

Angus embryos by Style or Primo & SAV Renovation

**SALE NOTES:**
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LOT 41

9 Embryos Selling

Donor: **PVF Missie 0084**

S A V Bismarck × PVF Missie 790 (New Horizon) • Reg. Angus 16798870

DAM OF TWO NJAS GRAND & RESERVE CHAMPION FEMALES

**LOT 41A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Dameron First Class

**LOT 41B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Colburn Primo OR PVF Surveillance both sexed female

**LOT 41C:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of C&C Priority OR C&C McKinley 3000 EXAR both sexed female

- The last ten heifer calves out of Missie 0084 have averaged over $30,000 per head and were just sold this past fall and spring. A top heifer calf sired by Primo recently sold to the Sullivan Family in Iowa; in this heifer’s only outing, she was named Reserve Supreme Champion at the Down 4 the Cause Jackpot this winter. Look for her in Denver!

- 0084 is the dam of the 2015 Grand Champion Owned Heifer at the Junior National (sired by Priority) and the 2016 Reserve Grand Champion Owned Heifer (sired by McKinley) at the Junior National. That’s one for the Angus record books—Grand and Reserve in consecutive years.

- Missie 0084 has generated a half million dollars in progeny and embryos sales. Few Angus females have a track record this decorated and with this kind of success. 0084 was a successful show heifer herself, including both a Denver and NJAS class winner. She is also a maternal sister to PVF Insight, further proving the success of these Angus genetics.

- We appreciate the generosity of the PVF program and their willingness to share these embryos. We are proud to offer the best from this herd.

**Offered by:** Prairie View Farms, Alan Miller 217-840-6935; Brandon Jones 309-370-1081
LOT 42

A,B,C

9 Embryos Selling

Donor: KNC Cabin Creek Sandy 905
BC Lookout × KNC Cabin Creek Sandy • Reg. Angus 16389869
DAM OF 2017 NWSS RESERVE CHAMPION JUNIOR ANGUS HEIFER

Full/maternal sib to embryos selling
2017 NWSS Reserve Grand Champion Junior Angus Heifer

➤ LOT 42A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Silveiras Style 9303 sexed female
➤ LOT 42B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of EXAR Classen, SCC Tradition of 24 OR Colburn Primo 5103 all sexed female
➤ LOT 42C: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of W/C Loaded Up, W/C Relentless OR Mr HOC Broker all sexed female

• The embryos selling are full sibs to the Reserve Champion Heifer in the 2017 National Western Junior Angus Show, plus many other winners.
• In the fall of 2017, Sandy sold seven heifer calves sired by Style for $57,750, $53,500, $49,000, $43,500, $16,000, $8,000 and $7,500 to average an astonishing $33,000. Two heifer calves by Classen were also sold for $23,000 and $16,500 to average $19,750. Just this fall, this great donor dam generated $287,500 on ten calves. Where else in the world can you go to find embryos for sale like this? Take advantage of an unprecedented opportunity.
• 905 is the dam of Wrigley, sold as Lot C in last year’s EOS sale that demanded $100,000 for half interest and was used by some of the top Angus breeders in the country. His first progeny will hit the ground this spring. Wrigley is a full sib to the embryos selling in Lot A.
• The embryos selling are also sibs to both the Supreme and Reserve Supreme heifers at the 2015 Hoosier Beef Congress. In Sandy’s first ET crop, she produced the Supreme Champion Heifer at the 2015 Hoosier Beef Congress and Purdue AGR. Amazingly, the Reserve Supreme at the Purdue AGR was also a full sib to the Supreme. How often do full sisters win both Supreme and Reserve Supreme at the same show of that caliber?
• Still there’s more…. Another sister to the embryos selling was named Division III Champion at the National Junior Angus Show in 2016 and went on to be slapped Supreme Champion Heifer at the 2016 Wisconsin State Fair. 905 produced five heifers in 2016 that grossed over $200,000, and all five were shown successfully. In the fall of 2016, her heifer calves averaged $27,000, with the top heifer selling for $41,500.
• KNC Cabin Creek Sandy 905 is a full sister to the famous Schnoor Sandy 804 cow. This lot will be the only Sandy 905 embryos sold in 2018. Thanks to the BCII crew for allowing us to market these embryos.

Offered by: BCII Show Cattle, Jake & Schyler Cunningham 317-224-4003; Bruce & Brenda Cunningham; Andy Hiland 765-894-0295

Angus & SimAngus embryos

LOT 42

Embryos on Snow
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Donor: **BCII Sandy 0215**

Silveiras Style 9303 × KNC Cabin Creek Sandy 905  •  Reg. Angus 18182054

**2017 NWSS JUNIOR SHOW RESERVE CHAMPION ANGUS FEMALE**

**Dam of embryos selling**

BCII Sandy 0215 — 2017 NWSS Reserve Grand Champion Junior Angus Heifer

- **LOT 43A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Colburn Primo 5103, EXAR Classen OR SCC Tradition of 24 **sexed female**
- **LOT 43B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of W/C Loaded Up or Mr HOC Broker **sexed female**

- This powerful lot offers some of the first embryos to sell out of the great Angus female Sandy 0215. Sandy 0215 was slapped Reserve Grand Champion Angus Heifer in the junior show last year in Denver and also won her division at the Angus Junior National. She has quite a track record of winnings that is too long to list. She is undoubtedly the best of this mating and will stand the test of time.
- Full sisters to Sandy 0215 sold as high as $57,750 for half interest in 2017. There is a huge average price on all of the sisters that have been born.
- Full sib embryos to this donor sell as Lot 42. We feel that Sandy 0215 is so good that she may in time replace her mother, which would be a huge accomplishment. Her first calves are expected in 2018, and we feel you are sure to hear about many high sellers out of her.
- Last year, EOS sold a full brother to this donor, Wrigley, who fetched $100,000 for half interest from some of the best Angus breeders in the country. This is a rare opportunity!

**Offered by:** Henning Farms, Mike or Evan Henning 608-289-9339; BCII Show Cattle, Jake & Schyler Cunningham 317-224-4003, Bruce & Brenda Cunningham, Andy Hiland 765-894-0295; Scheetz Cattle Co.
LOT 44

6 Embryos Selling

Donor: **Conley Sandy 5104**

EXAR Blue Chip 1877B x S Sis Sandy 104 (GCC Total Recall) • Reg. Angus 18197707

2017 FORT WORTH STOCK SHOW CHAMPION ANGUS FEMALE

Dam of embryos selling
Conley Sandy 5104

- LOT 44A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by **CHOICE of Silveiras Style 9303 OR SMA Watchout 482**
  both sexed female
- LOT 44B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by **CHOICE of SCC Tradition of 24 OR BC Lookout**
  both sexed female

- We are very proud to offer the first genetics to sell from the popular Sandy 5104, who was named the 2017 Fort Worth Stock Show ROV Grand Champion Angus Heifer and the Reserve Grand Champion Heifer at the 2016 NAILE ROV Angus show. 5104 was the 2016–2017 ROV Angus Show Heifer of the Year, an impressive accomplishment that few can claim. These are elite Angus genetics for quality and pedigree. You won’t go wrong with this kind of powerful cow family from a reputation outfit and mated to these powerhouse sires.
- The sires of these lots are equally impressive. In Lot A, you know the success of Style and the immense list of champions and high sellers he has amassed. SMA Watchout 482 was the 2016 Grand champion Bull here in Denver for Cates and Conley.
- The Lot B embryos are sired by your choice of SCC Tradition of 24, the popular Grand Champion Bull in the 2017 National Western Angus Bull Show, or the ever-popular BC Lookout.
- Thank you to Lanis and Kyle for offering this great female to the donor lineup here at Embryos On Snow. This is a success story in the making.

Offered by: **Conley Cattle, Kyle Conley 580-618-4533; Lanis & David Smith**

Angus embryos by Style or Watchout & Tradition or Lookout

SALE NOTES:

---
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LOT 45: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Silveiras Style OR SAC Conversation both sexed female

- 0109 is First Class’s most famous sister. This female was a force in the show ring in her day while yet proving to be a valuable asset to the breed, producing champion after champion. In the Lot A embryos you are purchasing full sibs to many successful champions. Style back on First Class daughters has been one of the most successful matings in the Angus breed for making top show heifer prospects. 0109 has produced 18 females the last five years at an average price of over $19,000.

- 0109 daughters include: DDA Northern Miss 1343, 2015 NJAS Grand Champion Bred-and-Owned Female; DDA Northern Miss 1344, $83,500 sold to Austin Nowatzke—2015 NWSS Division Champion and Fort Worth Reserve Division Champion; DDA Northern Miss 1548, $16,500 sold to Hailey Boyd—2016 NAILE Division Champion, 2017 NJAS Division Champion and NWSS Junior Show Reserve Division Champion; DDA Northern Miss 1723, $36,000 sold to Cowles Family in 2017.

- The show winnings of 0109 herself included Grand Champion Female at these shows: 2012 NWSS Open ROV Show, 2011 NJAS Owned Female Show, Illinois State Fair Open ROV Show, Western National Angus Futurity Junior Show, MAJAC, Central Illinois Preview Show and Illinois Junior Angus Field Day plus Reserve Grand Champion Female at the 2011 Western National Angus Futurity Open ROV Show and Illinois Beef Expo.

- These embryos will not be sold again in 2018. We appreciate the Andersons bringing the heat in these embryo lots.

Offered by: Double Diamond Genetics, Scott, Cindy, Shane, Chase and Reese Anderson 217-822-2382; Kyle, Kayla & Beckham Anderson 217-251-7269
LOT 46

DONOR: **Collison Georgina 1557**

- 2017 NJAS Reserve Grand Champion Bred-and-Owned Heifer

**SALE NOTES:**

- **LOT 46A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by **CHOICE of Silveiras Style 9303 OR S&R Roundtable J328 sexed female**
- **LOT 46B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by **CHOICE of Mr HOC Broker, W/C Relentless OR W/C Loaded Up sexed female**

**Donor:** Collison Georgina 1557

**Dam of embryos selling:**

- Collison Georgina 1557
- 2017 NJAS Reserve Grand Champion Bred-and-Owned Heifer

**Lot Information:**

- These are the first embryos to be offered out of this popular Angus female. She was recently named the 2017 Supreme Champion Female at the Iowa Beef Expo in a tough field of heifers. She has also been named Reserve Grand Champion Bred-and-Owned Female at the 2017 National Junior Angus Show, Supreme Champion Female at the 2017 Iowa State Fair Open Angus Show and Grand Champion Senior Yearling at the 2017 American Royal.

- 1557 descends from the original Georgina cow, Champion Hill Georgina 419. A maternal sibling to Ramona was also Bred-and-Owned Champion Early Junior Heifer at the 2017 National Junior Angus Show and Grand Champion Bred-and-Owned Female at the 2017 Iowa Angus Preview. This is a powerful female from one of Iowa’s premier operations.

- The Collisons have always been a big supporter of the La Prix Award and Scholarship program, and we greatly appreciate their backing in this endeavor. Great program with great people!

**Offered by:** Collison Angus, Dr. Tim Collison 712-395-0169, Dr. Vince Collison 712-830-5119

Angus & SimAngus embryos

**SALE NOTES:**
In both Kansas City and Louisville this fall, a fall heifer calf shown by the Stagemeyer family was named Champion in the Senior Heifer Calf Division. This calf has been admired by many and is one to look up when you are on the Hill in Denver. The Lot A embryos are full sibs to this division champion.

In the spring of 2017, half interest in another heifer calf sired by Style was sold to the Clark family for $40,000—check her out on the Hill as well.

And a 052 son was the Grand Champion Bull at the 2012 Angus Junior National; Bootlegger is a young sire that has generated lots of interest.

The Lot B embryos offer choice of three great sires as well. Wrigley was the bull that sold last year for $100,000 for half interest in EOS and is a full sib to all the successful show heifers Cunningham has sold and shown over the past few years. Wrigley semen is available only to those who purchased into the syndicate.

052 herself was a division winner in Denver in 2012. These embryos will do nothing but increase in value as this powerful donor continues to rack up champions and high sellers.

Offered by: Stertzbach Cattle, Bruce & Amie Stertzbach 330-704-5260; Scheetz Cattle Co.
**LOT 48:** 1 IVF Cycle on CHOICE of any Hoffman Ranch Hereford Donor  
**sexed or unsexed**

- Here’s something new and never offered before in EOS. Hoffman Ranch is offering an IVF cycle, sexed or unsexed, on your choice of any Hereford donor cow that they own 50% of or more. If you have specific questions on which donors apply, please call or text Jason Hoffman. This is a powerful addition to the purebred section of Embryos On Snow that includes many successful genetics and females.

- **TERMS OF IVF CYCLE:** Selling an IVF cycle on your choice of any Hereford donor from the Hoffman Ranch program. The donor selected will determine the time frame of when the IVF cycle will take place. Buyer will receive a minimum of six embryos and three pregnancies with no cap. Seller pays IVF charges. Buyer pays semen cost and all freezing and/or transferring fees. Hoffman Ranch has offered free semen on any bull that they own. For other details, contact Jason Hoffman.

**Offered by:** Hoffman Ranch, Jason Hoffman 530-604-5096

---

**RARE OPPORTUNITY TO BUY AN IVF CYCLE ON CHOICE OF THE HOFFMAN RANCH DONOR PROGRAM, INCLUDING THESE DONORS:**

- **K&B Bella 219Z 1ET** — One of the most elite donors at Hoffman Ranch, Bella has been a favorite of all who have visited the ranch. Her son is Red-brand, whose semen averaged $150 per unit in the 2017 Hoffman Female Sale. Bella will be a leading donor in the Hoffman program in the next few years.

- **RST GAT NST Y79D Lady 54B ET** — 54B is a young donor that stems back to the record high selling Hereford female, 5139. 54B is the dam of the two best individual bull calves that Hoffman Ranch has bred and owned. Two sons of 54B will be featured in the 2018 National Western Hoffman carload.

- **EXR Terri 489** — Terri is a new up-and-coming donor at Hoffman Ranch. Phenotypically, this is one of the most flawless cows on Hoffman Ranch and is being flushed extensively.

- **CRR 109 Kelly 303** — Kelly was a former NWSS champion, that has gone on to produce many successful cattle. She had three daughters in the 2016 Hoffman Female Sale that grossed over $100,000, and one went on to be Champion Female at the Fort Worth Stock Show in 2017.

- **H Ms 5139 Advance 4207 ET** — 4207 is a direct daughter of the $175,000 5139 donor and a full sibling to the highest selling female ever sold at Hoffmans’, 4007. 4007 commanded $180,000 in Hoffman’s 2014 Female Sale. This is Jason’s favorite young cow on the place.
IVF Cycle Selling

Donor: BBH 743 Adora 339A
CRR About Time 743 × BBH 71I Tanya 911W (Victor 711) • Reg. Hereford P43407019
DAM OF 2017 JNJE RESERVE GRAND CHAMPION POLLED FEMALE

Daughter of Adora 339A
2017 Junior National Hereford Expo
Reserve Grand Champion Polled Female

LOT 49: 1 Reverse Sort IVF Cycle

• Adora 339A is the dam of the 2017 JNJE Reserve Grand Champion Polled Heifer in both the Owned and Bred-and-Owned divisions. Adora is also the dam of the 2017 high selling heifer calf in the Jensen Brothers Online Sale, valued at $59,000.
• Adora 339A herself was shown very successfully. She leads the way in these spotlight Hereford herds and is one of the most talked-about in the Hereford breed.
• The chance to own full sibs to this caliber of champion is a must for any progressive program. Good purebred genetics are hard to come by, and this is a great donor dam to get in on the ground floor.
• Terms of IVF Cycle: Buyer will receive a minimum of six embryos and three pregnancies with all embryos produced above ten being split 50/50 between buyer and seller. Seller pays IVF charges. Buyer pays semen cost and all freezing and/or transfer fees. Adora 339A is due to calve early March and will be available to IVF as early as the middle of April. Lowderman Cattle Co. is offering free semen on any bull they own a part of or manage.

Offered by: Lowderman Cattle Co./RJL 309-833-5543; Grubbs Cattle, Ryan 817-366-6376 or Bill 817-366-1426;
GLM Herefords, The McKay Family 308-470-1190

SALE NOTES: 
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Donor: **HAWK Enuff Brittany 504**

CH Enuff Prophet 2913 × RRF Ally 580D 811 • Reg. Hereford P42624917

DAM OF 2017 JNHE, AMERICAN ROYAL & NAILE CHAMPION FEMALE

**6 Embryos Selling**

**LOT 50 A,B**

**Full/maternal sib to embryos selling**

NCC 743 Breckyn C1857 —

Grand Champion Polled Female, 2017 Junior National Hereford Expo; Grand Champion Polled Female, 2017 American Royal (Junior & Open); Grand Champion Polled Female, 2017 NAILE Open Show

- **LOT 50A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CRR About Time 743 *sexed female*, available prior to 4/1/2018
- **LOT 50B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by TFR KU Roll The Dice 1326

- The embryos selling are full or maternal sibs to the 2017 Champion Polled Female at the Junior National Hereford Expo, the American Royal and the NAILE. This is one of the most popular Hereford females of 2017. There will not be many of these embryos left, as 504 is getting up in age.
- In Lot A, you are buying full sibs to the Grand Champion Polled Hereford Heifer at the 2017 Hereford Junior National. She was also named Champion Polled Heifer at the Royal Junior and Open shows and Champion Polled in Louisville in the Open show.
- As a show heifer, Brittany 504 won her division at the Junior National and was Reserve Supreme at the Illinois State Fair. She is also the grandmother of Lauren May’s heifer that won her division at the Junior National last year and was Champion Hereford at the Wisconsin State Fair. There is a lot of show heifer value in this bloodline.
- It isn’t everyday that you have the chance to buy sexed female embryos of this magnitude. EOS is pleased to present this caliber of purebred Hereford genetics in our 2018 lineup.

**Offered by:** Tyler Norvell 405-219-9595; 5R Farm, Gary Robinson
LOT 51A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by H/TSR/CHEZ/Full Throttle  
sexed female
LOT 51B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of UPS Sensation 2296 OR H FHF Authority 6026  
sexed female

- The embryos selling are full or maternal sibs to the 2017 Junior National Hereford Expo Grand Champion Horned Female. The donor dam, 1218, was herself one of the most decorated Hereford females of her time. To date, 17 heifer calves have been sold out of 1218 for an average price of $30,841 per head. It is hard for the Buck program to let go of embryos of this magnitude.
- Other sibs to the embryos selling include the Champion and Reserve Horned Female at the 2016 Tulsa State Fair, Champion Horned Female at the 2017 Oklahoma Youth Expo and Reserve Champion Polled Female at the 2017 National Western. 1218 also produced two division champions and a reserve division champion at the 2017 Junior National.
- The Lot B embryos offer choice of two sires that Jirl thinks will work especially well on this great cow, Sensation 2296 or Authority. Both lots are sexed female.
- The inclusion of 1218 as an EOS donor dam is truly a sale feature, regardless of your breed of preference. She is backed by generations of successful Hereford genetics and comes from a powerful program. These embryos are a smart investment opportunity at any price.

Offered by: Buck Cattle Co., Jirl Buck 580-795-4865

Hereford embryos by Full Throttle & Sensation 2296 or Authority

SALE NOTES:
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LOT 52

IVF Cycle & 3 Embryos Selling

Donor: **MF 308N Addy 1302 ET**

CRR About Time 743 x MF 62J Natalie 122L 308N (Online) • Reg. Hereford P43403114

DAM OF FALL 2017’S WINNINGEST HEREFORD HEIFER CALF

---

**Full sib to embryos selling**

RJL TJ LCC Addictive 7441 ET —
2017 American Royal Open Show, NAILE Junior Show & Keystone International Spring Calf Champion Heifer

---

➤ **LOT 52A:** 1 Reverse Sort IVF Cycle **sexed female**

➤ **LOT 52B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by **UPS Sensation 2296** **sexed female**

---

- The embryos selling are full sibs to RJL TJ LCC Addictive 7441 ET, sold in Lowderman’s Illini Top Cut Sale this fall. This heifer calf has already won three titles, including Calf Champion at the American Royal Open Show, the NAILE Junior Show and the Keystone International. She has been a popular champion, and her career is just getting started.

- The donor of this lot, MF 308N Addy 1302, has created much buzz and will be the new cornerstone dam for the Lowderman and Grubbs programs. The cow family behind Addy 1302 is a prolific one. Her dam, Natalie 122L, is the prominent donor in Scott McDonald’s program.

- You cannot go wrong purchasing genetics that stack great dam on top of great dam. This is an excellent addition to EOS and adds strength to the purebred donor lineup.

- **Terms of IVF Cycle:** Buyer will receive a minimum of six embryos and three pregnancies with all embryos produced above 10 being split 50/50 between the buyer and seller. Seller pays IVF charges. Buyer pays for semen cost and all freezing and/or transfer fees. Lowderman Cattle Co. has also extended the option for free semen if they have ownership in the bull of choice, including the popular Stock Option bull, whose semen is not available on the option market.

**Offered by:** Lowderman Cattle Co. 309-833-5553; Grubbs Cattle, Ryan Grubbs 817-366-6376

---

SALE NOTES: _______________________________
6 Embryos Selling

Donor: **ECR Candi 5451 ET**

- UPS Sensation 2296 ET × ECR Lady Flow 212ET (Cash Flow)
- Reg. Hereford 43620794
- 2016 JNHE GRAND CHAMPION HORNED FEMALE

**LOT 53A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by BR Nitro Aventus 3116 ET

**LOT 53B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by BR CSF Copper 124Y

- These will be the first embryos to sell out of the Champion Horned Female at the 2016 Junior National Hereford Expo. Candi was a popular champion and also claimed Reserve Grand Champion Female honors at the 2015 National Western as a calf. Other wins include Supreme Female at the competitive South Dakota State Fair in the Open and 4-H shows plus many other banners.

- Candi had three calves born in 2017. The first was a heifer calf sold by Kolt Cattle for $43,000, the second was her natural calf that was named Reserve Supreme Heifer at the Jordan Mack Memorial Jackpot Show this fall; this heifer calf will sell in Denver in the Mile High Night Sale. The third calf was a son of Full Throttle that will be highlighted at the Black Hills Stock Show.

- The Lot A embryos are sired by BR Aventus, Champion Horned Bull and Supreme Champion Hereford in Denver in 2016. Aventus’s first calf crop has produced high sellers for multiple breeding programs across the country.

- The Lot B embryos are sired by BR Copper, who is a product of one of the most successful Hereford matings in existence, Sooner x Gabrielle 5082.

- Most breeders will not part with embryos of this magnitude, but the Effling family has offered the very best of their program every year. These are the money-making kind.

Offered by: **CK Cattle, Chris Effling 605-769-0142; Fawcett’s Elm Creek Ranch, Dan Fawcett 605-870-6172; Cally Kindred 605-222-1515**

**SALE NOTES:**
Hereford heifer calf pregnancy by About Time or Roll The Dice

Donor: **JSC Tater Tot 3560**

JCS Cool Kat 6928 × JCS Miss 510 Excelle 9201 • Reg. Hereford 43409504

DAM OF 2017 RENO & TULSA GRAND CHAMPION HORNED HEIFERS

**LOT 54: 1 Heifer Calf Pregnancy sired by CHOICE of CRR About Time 743 due 8/29/2018 OR TFR KU Roll The Dice 1326 due 3/1/2018**

- The pregnancy selling is a full or maternal sib to several winners produced from the first calf crop of JSC Tater Tot 3560, who was the popular Grand Champion Horned Heifer at the 2015 National Western for McKay and Fawcett’s Elm Creek Ranch.
- The impressive list of champions from Tater Tot’s first crop includes: Champion Horned Heifer at the 2017 Tulsa State Fair Junior Show, Champion Horned Heifer at the 2017 Junior Show in Reno, Reserve Polled Heifer at the 2017 Oklahoma Youth Expo, Champion Polled Hereford at the 2016 Badger Kick-Off Classic and Reserve Champion Polled Bull at the 2017 Fort Worth Stock Show. Another top son of 3560 sold to Copeland and Sons. These champions were sired by About Time.
- This is a special offering to buy a full or maternal sister to these recent champions. What a great opportunity for any program. We are proud to have such power in our Hereford offering.
- Recipients are housed at McKay Cattle near Orlando, OK.

Offered by: **McKay Cattle, Bryan McKay 405-880-4193**

SALE NOTES: ____________________________________________

http://www.embryosonsnow.com
LOT 55

6 Embryos Selling

Donor: RV Golden Lady 5064

K&B Domino 2570 x Ms Gold Dust 3064 (Pure Gold) • Reg. Hereford P42650925

DAM OF 2017 AMERICAN ROYAL RESERVE JUNIOR HEIFER

Full/maternal sib to embryos selling
2017 American Royal Reserve Grand Champion Junior Hereford Heifer

- LOT 55A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by
  DKF RO Cash Flow 0245 ET

- LOT 55B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of
  B&C Stockman 6026D ET “Stock Option”
  OR BR Nitro Aventus 3116 ET

- These embryos are sibs to a long list of champions that includes in 2017 the Supreme Junior Heifer at the Houston Livestock Show, Champion Hereford Female at San Antonio and Reserve Champion Junior Hereford Heifer at the American Royal and in 2016 the JNHE Grand Champion Polled Female.

- 5064 is also the dam of Who Maker, who was the 2014 National Champion Polled Bull in Denver, the Reserve National Champion Female at the Keystone International in 2016, the 2016 champion heifers at both the California and Nebraska state fairs and countless division and class winners on the national level. In 2016, sibs sold for $70,000, $33,000 and $15,750. In 2017, sibs to the embryos selling sold for $37,000 and $31,000. This list is in addition to many other past high sellers as well.

- On another note, the dam of the 2016 JNHE Grand Champion Horned Female, shown by the Effling family, is also a full sib to the embryos selling.

- In Lot B, “Stock Option” semen is not available on the open market. He was Reserve Champion Bull in 2017 at the Fort Worth Stock Show as a calf.

- This donor female is nearing the end of her production, and her embryo bank is limited. Here’s a great chance to get in on the last of her production and a cow family that is as decorated as any in the Hereford breed.

Offered by: Fawcett’s Elm Creek Ranch, Dan Fawcett 605-870-6176, Keith 605-870-0161; Harrell Cattle Co., Michael Harrell 309-221-5763; Plum Creek Cattle Co.

Hereford embryos by Cash Flow & Stock Option or Aventus

SALE NOTES:
Lot 56A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of 
BR Belle Air 6011 OR BR Nitro Aventus 3116 
both sexed female

Lot 56B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of 
C Double Your Miles 6077 OR 
UPS Sensation 2296 both sexed female

Diana is one of the most recognized cows in the Hereford breed. This granddaughter of “Harley” was the $150,000 high selling female in the Sullivan Hereford dispersal, and her record of success is known by many.

Diana has produced a two-time Champion at the National Western. This daughter was Calf Champion Horned Heifer in Denver in 2015 and returned to win the NWSS in 2016. Another daughter, shown by the Collins family of Illinois, was Reserve Supreme Heifer at the 2016 Illinois State Fair. In 2017, Diana had a daughter that claimed the Reserve Champion Horned title in Fort Worth for the Colyer family. Heifers produced from Diana have sold for $100,000, $80,000, $60,000, $52,000 and $30,000 plus others.

Diana herself had an impressive show career, being a two-time NWSS Grand Champion. She was Grand in the Junior show in 2011 and in 2012 was Grand in the Open show while claiming many other titles in 2011 and 2012. Diana’s dam, Shelby, and granddam “Harley,” were also both NWSS Grand Champion title winners. There is a long list of Denver Champions in this cow family!

Consistency is the key, and that is what you get with these embryos. EOS is happy to offer the latest and greatest Hereford genetics.

Offered by: Beckman Herefords, Nate Suttles 217-473-4850; Jerrid Beckman 217-320-1662
Donor & 3 Embryos Selling

Donor: **Damar Mimi W085**
Red Fine Line Mulberry 26P × DFRA Tarmily N512 • Reg. Red Angus 1329048
THE RED ANGUS DONOR TO TIE TO

**Donor selling & dam of embryos selling**
Damar Mimi W085

**Son of Damar Mimi W085**
2017 NAILE Reserve Grand Champion Red Angus Bull

- **LOT G–A:** 50% embryo interest in Damar Mimi
- **LOT G–A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by PZC TMAS Firestorm 1800 ET **sexed female**

- Damar Mimi W085 has been one of the most productive Red Angus females in the country and comes from the progressive Polzin program in Minnesota. You are purchasing one-half embryo interest with no option to double the bid. This female will continue in the Polzin program along with their new partner.
- W085 most recently produced the 2017 Champion Female at both the Minnesota and Iowa state fairs. Her list of champions and high sellers continues to stack up. Her production of leading sires will ensure her presence in the pedigree of many leading Red Angus genetics for years to come.
- Other accomplishments of W085 include a son, Damar Man Power, who was a $17,500 high selling bull that is becoming a sought after young sire; a daughter was a $15,000 feature in the 2015 Mile High Classic; two daughters led off the 2017 C–Bar Sale, averaging over $10,000; a son, Damar Mimi E381, was the 2017 NAILE Reserve Champion Bull; and another a son, Damar Lexus, was a 2017 National division winner and is now a promoted AI sire for Thomas Ranch.
- The embryos selling in Lot B are sired by Firestorm, who has met with great success. His semen is limited and sells as Lots 128–137.
- PZC looks forward to working with a partner on this breed impact female. They have worked with and supported EOS for several years.

**Offered by:** **Polzin Cattle, Chris Polzin 612-916-0105**

**SALE NOTES:**
Donor: **Rojas Navarre 6054**

PZC TMAS Firestorm 1800 ET × Six Mile Lakota 112Y • Reg. Red Angus 3525235

**2017 NWSS RESERVE CHAMPION RED ANGUS FEMALE**

---

**Lot 57A:** 1 Reverse Sort Female IVF Cycle

**Lot 57B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Sooline Power Eye

- The opportunity in this lot comes from the most decorated cow family in the Red Angus breed for show winners. Rojas Navarre 6054 was the popular Reserve Champion Female at the 2017 National Western, and the genetics behind her are second to none. 6054 highlights the embryo programs at Rust Mountain View and Thomas Ranch. Look for her on the Hill this year in Denver.

- The maternal granddam of 6054, 16W, has produced a Denver Reserve Champion Female and two other National Western Calf Champion Females, plus another Reserve Calf Champion. All of that was accomplished within her first three years of production. A maternal sister to the dam of Navarre was named Reserve Supreme British Female at the 2017 Fall Classic in Waco, TX, as a calf.

- The dam of Navarre, 112Y, has produced many high sellers and champions herself. Her list most recently includes the Reserve Champion Heifer at the 2017 Texas State Fair Open Red Angus Show, who is a full sister to Navarre. In addition, a natural calf was Reserve Champion in the Junior Red Angus Show at Fort Worth in 2015, and another daughter claimed the Reserve Calf Champion title in Denver the same year.

- This will be the first opportunity to purchase embryos from this cow family in five years. 6054 comes from the most important genetic line at Las Rojas, and embryos or flushes are not sold. We appreciate the support of these programs for making 6054 an EOS exclusive donor dam.

- **Terms of IVF cycle:** Seller guarantees a minimum of six sexed female embryos to result in a minimum of three pregnancies with no cap on either. Buyer pays IVF charges, semen cost and all freezing and/or transfer fees. Contact Troy Thomas for more details.

---

**Offered by:** Rust Mountain View, Josh Rust (701) 391-9769; Thomas Ranch, Troy & VeaBea Thomas, 605-222-1258 Troy; Cally Kindred 605-222-1515
LOT 58

6 Embryos Selling

Donor: Bar-E-L Kassie 117X

Red Wheel Alliance 22U × Bar-E-L Kassie 23P • Reg. Red Angus 2323757
DAM OF THE 2016 NWSS GRAND CHAMPION RED ANGUS FEMALE

LOT 58A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by PZC TMAS Firestorm 1800 ET  sexed female

LOT 58B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by DAMAR Trump C512  sexed female

- The embryos selling are maternal sibs to the 2016 National Western Grand Champion Red Angus Female, Bar E-L Kassie 129B, who is a leading donor in the Blairs.Ag program, and to a $30,000 heifer calf, Bar E-L Too Too 218C, sold at Las Rojas in 2016 and now a leading donor for Rust Mountain View. These two successful females were both natural calves, born in 2014 and 2015.
- Kassie 117X commanded $70,000 for full interest when she sold to Maple Lane and Thomas Ranch. A maternal granddaughter of Kassie won a tough heifer calf class last year in Denver, and a top 2017 bull calf, sired by Firestorm, will be at the forefront of the Thomas Ranch Bull Sale this spring.
- The embryos in Lot B are sired by the popular 2017 National Western Grand Champion Red Angus Bull. This mating is sure to be one of the most exciting in the breed for seedstock or show oriented heifer calves.
- The Kassie family at Bar-E-L has generated many Canadian champions, high sellers and a Canadian National Champion Female. She was bred in the Longshore Bar-E-L program in central Alberta that is known for some of the best Angus cattle north of the border, both red and black.
- Few Red Angus females have this kind of power and substance. Great Red Angus genetics with this quality and power are hard to come by. These will be the only embryos to sell this year out of Kassie 117X, as she is an EOS exclusive donor dam.

Offered by: Maple Lane Farms, Keith Lambright 260-336-6008; Thomas Ranch, Troy & VeaBea Thomas, 605-222-1258 Troy; Cally Kindred 605-222-1515

SALE NOTES: ________________________________________________________________
LOT 59

9 Embryos Selling

Donor: **GT Cita 4060**

Citation 138 (Leachman Heavenly) × JMDF Miss Lana • Reg. Red Angus 1060202

**DAM OF 2016 NATIONAL CHAMPION RED ANGUS FEMALE**

Full/maternal sib to embryos selling

2016 NAILE National Champion Red Angus Female

- **LOT 59A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by DAMAR Trump C512 sexed female, available by 4/15/2018
- **LOT 59B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Red Soo Line Power Eye 161X available by 4/15/2018
- **LOT 59C:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Mr HOC Broker sexed female

- The embryos selling are out of one of the most important cows of all time in the Red Angus breed. Cita’s matings across breeds have been just as successful. The embryos selling are maternal sibs to PZC TMAS Firestorm and to countless Red Angus champions and composite champions as well. Many other sibs to the embryos selling have topped sales across the country for the past several years. Cita is a breed leader. This past fall, half interest in Cita sold for $50,000.

- Recent champions by Cita include the 2016 NAILE Champion Red Angus and Calf Champion Red Angus females. The embryos selling in Lot B are full sibs to the NAILE champion and to PZC TMAS Powerhouse, a hot young sire in the breed. Her mating to Trump in Lot A could prove the most successful yet.

- The embryos selling in Lot C are full sibs to the 2016 National Junior Show Champion in the low percentage show. This was the first time Cita was mated to Broker. Another red Broker sister topped a Thomas pasture sale to Josh Rust of North Dakota.

- In addition to her countless successful daughters, Cita is the dam of Firestorm. Firestorm semen sells as an EOS feature in the semen section of this sale. Firestorm progeny have begun to dominate in Red Angus circles.

Offered by: **Polzin Cattle, Chris & Leslie Polzin 612-916-0105**

Red Angus embryos by Trump & Power Eye plus Broker embryos

SALE NOTES: ____________________________________________________________

E M B R Y O S  O N  S N O W  2 0 1 8 • F R I D A Y, J A N U A R Y  1 2 • T H E  R E N A I S S A N C E  D E N V E R
Donor: **Flying K U2 Dynamo 29U**

Red U2 Big League × Flying K Ms Dynamo 116P  •  Reg. Red Angus 1448696

**DAM OF 2017 OKLAHOMA STATE FAIR SUPREME CHAMPION HEIFER**

---

**LOT 60:** 1 Package of 4 fresh IVF Embryos sired by bull of buyer’s choice

*Transfer date of April 11–13, or May 2–4, 2018*

- The embryos selling are maternal sibs to SFRI Dynamo 606, the 2017 Oklahoma State Fair Supreme Champion Female in the open show and a popular 2017 Junior National division winner.
- This Canadian bred female has had several high sellers for Safari Cattle Co. She was a high selling female at Las Rojas in 2015, and several progeny will be born this year at Las Rojas in only her second ET or IVF calf crop. 29U will be a leading donor in the future for these programs. These will be the only embryos to sell on 29U in 2018; all other embryos will be transferred at Las Rojas.
- It is hard to find Red Angus genetics with this much power and volume. Las Rojas rarely sells embryos, and the success behind these females is hard to come by. Talk to the owners about possible matings and semen use. Sexed semen may be used.
- **Terms of the Aspiration:** Selling four embryos for fresh transfer on the dates of April 12th or May 3rd. The buyer will have the option to take additional embryos in the aspiration above the first four, if they are available. Semen and delivery of the embryos will be at the cost of the buyer. Sexed semen may be used. Lack of production on the donor will result in prorated return or the option to take additional embryos on a later aspiration date. Semen must be at Las Rojas no later than April 1.

Offered by: **Las Rojas, 580-305-0001**

---

**SALE NOTES:**
LOT 61
A,B

Embryos by Wide Range & Relentless or Style

Donor: **WHF Andie 365A**
Mr HOC Broker × PRS Summer W364  •  Reg. PB Simmental 2860142
DAM OF 2017 AMERICAN ROYAL SUPREME CHAMPION HEIFER

Full/maternal sib to embryos selling
WHF Summer 365C —
2017 American Royal Supreme Champion Junior Heifer;
2017 NAILE Grand Champion Open Simmental Heifer

**LOT 61A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CCR Wide Range 9005A**
**sexed female**

**LOT 61B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of W/C Relentless OR Silveiras Style**
**sexed female**

- The embryos selling are full or maternal sibs to the Supreme Champion Heifer at the 2017 American Royal, shown by the Steenhoek family. This is one of the most coveted titles in the country for junior show heifer enthusiasts.
- In addition to her Royal win, this daughter of Andie 365A went on to claim Champion Simmental Female in the open show at Louisville. Last year, her champion titles also included Reserve Supreme Heifer at the 2017 Iowa Beef Expo and Calf Champion at Denver. This heifer, sired by Wide Range, has been a popular champion, and we are certainly excited to add Andie 365A to the list of Embryos On Snow donors. This heifer was the natural calf of Andie 365A, a young donor with a very bright future.
- The matings in Lot A and B provide a great opportunity to get in on the ground floor of a young Simmental cow that could become one of the most important donors in the breed. These embryos will no doubt increase in value as the list of production increases on 365A. EOS is proud to offer genetics of this magnitude.

Offered by: Wayward Hill Farm, Dr. Henry Allen & Chris Allen, 859-351-4486
Donor: HF Serena “Lola”

Mr NLC Upgrade U8676 × Miss Knockout 74T • Reg. PB Simmental 2584182

$2 MILLION SIMMENTAL PRODUCER OF CHAMPIONS

Dam of embryos selling
HF Serena “Lola”

• Serena 74Y is an across-the-board breed leader for multiple performance traits and was one of the most dominating show females the Simmental breed has ever seen. This is a leading purebred donor that EOS has pursued for some time, and it is a great opportunity for our buyers to have this powerhouse female as part of the sale lineup. Pay attention to the power in this lot. Her flushes have sold from $18,000 to $30,000, and several daughters have sold over the $50,000 mark, both open show prospects and bred heifers.

• Serena is a two million dollar producer of champions. Her first sons, Jacked Up, the two-time NAILE Reserve Champion Bull, and Jacked Around, National Western Reserve Champion Bull, both sold for $91,000 each for half interest. Other leading sons include All In and Plymouth Rock.

• Other major champions produced by Serena 74Y include: the 2017 AJSA Classic Reserve Purebred Heifer, also the 2017 NWSS Calf Champion, originally sold for $100,000; 2016 Tulsa State Fair Reserve Champion Simmental, sired by Broker; 2016 Michigan Beef Expo Supreme Champion Female, sired by Pays to Believe; and the 2016 Dixie National Reserve Champion Purebred, sired by Broker. At the 2016 AJSA Classic in Iowa, four daughters won classes, with three of them finishing in the top 13 heifers.

• In her own show career, Serena was the AJSA Summer Classic and NAILE Champion Simmental Female of both the Junior and Open shows. She was also Supreme Female at the 2012 Indiana State Fair. We suggest buying these while you can!

Offered by: Trennepohl Farms, Scott 765-620-1700, Jeff 765-620-0733, Thomas 502-471-0354

Simmental & SimAngus embryos
LOT 63

3 Embryos Selling

Donor: **CMFM Time To Shine 99D**

HPF Quantum Leap Z952 x Miss Time to Shine Y251 • Reg. PB Simmental 3138089

**TOP SIMMENTAL COW FAMILY—TIME TO SHINE!**

*Dam of embryos selling*

CMFM Time To Shine 99D — 2017 NAILE Grand Champion (Junior Show) & Reserve Grand (Open Show) Simmental Female

**Maternal sib to dam of embryos selling**

$70,000 high seller in 2017 Divas and Donors Sale

**Granddam of embryos selling**

The $140,000 high selling donor from the Circle M Dispersal

**Buyer’s choice sire option of embryos selling**

HILB/SHER Data Breach

**LOT 63:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by **CHOICE of W/C Bankroll 811D OR HILB/SHER Data Breach both sexed female**

Data Breach embryos will be available prior to 5/15/2018

- There’s a first time for everything, and EOS is offering to you the first opportunity to own genetics out of the popular CMFM Time To Shine 99D. 99D has been very successful in her show career for Moore Cattle Co. and Quentin Dieckmann. She is the reigning Knic Overpeck Supreme Champion Simmental at the Simmental Breeders’ Sweepstakes and recently claimed Grand Champion Junior Simmental Female plus Reserve Champion Simmental Female at the 2017 North American.

- Time To Shine’s maternal sister shown by Braelyn Berlowitz was Champion Female in the Junior and Open shows at the 2016 American Royal. This past November, another maternal sister sold in Jeff Paulsen’s sale for $70,000. 99D’s dam, Miss Time To Shine Y251, was a major component of Circle M’s donor battery that we were able to acquire out of their dispersal.

- These embryos offer choice of sires Bankroll or Data Breach. Bankroll was the Loaded Up son that topped Werning’s bull sale this past year, and Data Breach is the popular bull calf that brings together two top cow families, Baby’s Breath and Glitter Time. These can be some of the first ever Data Breach embryos produced.

- Buck Creek Ranch has put together some of the best cow families in the Simmental breed. Here is your chance to tap into their investments.

**Offered by:** Buck Creek Ranch, Jacob Moore 765-717-1322; Chan Phillips 606-584-7581

**SALE NOTES:**
LOT 64

4 Embryos Selling

Donor: Miss Werning KP 8543U

Dream Catcher (Dream On) × Miss Werning 534R • Reg. PB Simmental 2446017

SIMMENTAL $3 MILLION PRODUCER

LOT 64: 1 Package of 4* Embryos sired by CHOICE of W/C Loaded Up OR Yardley Utah

Choice of sexed female or unsexed embryos *Guarantee 2 pregnancies

- 8543 has topped the Simmental breed for several years now, with direct progeny sales approaching $3 million. To add to her past accomplishments, she generated many daughters that sold over $20,000 in 2017. She is still one of the top producing, elite cows of the breed. No other embryos will be sold in 2018 on this influential donor. Breeders know the potential in this mating and the power of Loaded Up, so help yourself.

- The embryos selling are full or maternal sibs to Bankroll, the $200,000 bull sold in the 2017 Werning Bull Sale.

- Daughters of 8543 have won the Junior National, Kansas City, Denver and Fort Worth. Two of the most famous daughters were Roller Girl, shown by Vicklands, who won Denver among many other majors that year, and Angel, shown by the Harrell family, who won Fort Worth.

- In 2016, Drew Miller sold a heifer for $56,000 out of 8543, and another sold in the Black Label Sale for $23,000.

- Very few other cows, if any, have produced as many females that have topped sales and won major shows while also producing high dollar sons that have gone on to sell as much semen as 8543, including W/C Bullseye, W/C Executive Order, W/C Relentless and W/C Bankroll. Special thanks to the Wernings and to RJ for agreeing to include 8543U to the Embryos On Snow donor list. 8543 is an EOS exclusive donor, and you won't buy these embryos again in 2018.

Offered by: Werning Cattle Co., Scott Werning 605-682-9610, Jared Werning 605-933-1661; RJ Cattle, Ryan Johnson 605-999-5576

SALE NOTES:  

EMBRYOS ON SNOW 2018 • FRIDAY, JANUARY 12 • THE RENAISSANCE DENVER
LOT 65

1 Pregnancy Selling

Donor: **Womack Precious Miss “Kitty”**

Mr HOC Broker X Grandview Womack Miss 71 (Angus) • Reg. 1/2 Simmental 2879300

HIGHLY DECORATED SIMANGUS FEMALE

---

**Dam of embryos selling**  Womack Precious Miss “Kitty” —

2016 NWSS Reserve Grand Champion Percentage Simmental Heifer


- The pregnancy selling is out of one of the most decorated percentage Simmental females in 2015 and 2016. Shown by Claire Trennepohl, “Kitty” claimed ten championships, including Grand Champion at the 2015 Indiana State Fair Junior Show, Supreme Female at the 2015 Michigan Beef Expo, Grand Champion Percentage Female at the 2015 Simmental Sweepstakes Junior Show, Reserve Grand Percentage Female at the 2016 NWSS Junior Show and Grand Percentage Female at the 2016 Dixie National. A flush brother won 2015 National Western Reserve Grand Champion Bull and Champion Bull at the Dixie National.
- Kitty is a daughter of one of the most successful Angus cows in the country, Womack Miss 71 “Precious.”
- This is one of the first pregnancies offered from Kitty. An IVF cycle from Kitty was a feature in last year’s sale. We are proud to have Kitty as a member of the Embryos On Snow exclusive donor lineup.

**Offered by:** Trennepohl Farms, Scott Trennepohl 765-620-1700, Jeff Trennepohl 765-620-0733;
Prospect Cattle Co., Chad Fairley 937-205-5242

Simmental pregnancy by Pilgrim or Bankroll
LOT 66A: 1 Package of 4* Embryos sired by Mr TR Hammer 308A  sexed female
*Guarantee 2 pregnancies

LOT 66B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by CHOICE of Pays To Believe, W/C Relentless OR Better Believe It  all sexed female

- The embryos selling are full or maternal sibs to many high sellers and winners, including a $70,000 female sired by High Regard that was Supreme Champion at the Ohio State Fair for Ali Mir.
- 104X's 2017 calf crop to date has grossed right at $140,000. Daughters by Hammer sold for $40,000, $25,000 and $10,750, and other daughters sold for $17,000 and $12,500. A son sold in December 2017 in the Christmas Collection Sale for $100,000; look for this son by Hammer in Denver.
- 104X had an impressive show record herself and was named Reserve Champion Female at Louisville in 2010. She sold for $55,000 prior to starting her fantastic production record.
- The Simmental breed is on fire, and this 3/4-blood donor is no doubt one of the top producers in the country. Your chance to purchase sexed female embryos from such a powerhouse, predictable producer is an unprecedented opportunity.

Offered by: Jones Show Cattle, Troy Jones 419-230-8675 or Tyler Humphrey 419-230-3450; Changing J Simmentals

Simmental embryos

SALE NOTES:
The embryos selling are out of one of the dominant Simmental percentage heifers to show in 2015 and 2016. Bada Bing won both the American Royal and the North American. Bada Bing is an EOS exclusive donor whose IVF cycle sold last year to Sullivan Farms in Dunlap, Iowa.

In 2017, Bada Bing had four sons born that will highlight the CK/Wager bull sale this spring. The only heifer produced was sired by Profit and sold for $14,000. Several heifer calves will be born at CK Cattle in 2018 and will be met with great anticipation.

Bada Bing’s dam was a successful Angus show heifer herself, being named Champion Angus Heifer at Kansas City in 2011 and also a division champion in Denver at the National Western. A full sister to Bada Bing sold in Hartman’s sale for $120,000 a few years back.

This pedigree is stacked with successful show ring genetics, and you are buying into the ground floor of the next generation in this successful line of cattle. EOS is pleased to have this kind of Simmental power genetics in our sale lineup.

Offered by: CK Cattle, Chris Effling 605-769-0142
Donor: **Welsh’s Scarlet 161Z**

Welshs Dew It Right 067T x Welshs Roxie 103W • Reg. PB Simmental 2685388

**DAM OF NAILE CHAMPION % & RESERVE PUREBRED BULLS**

**LOT 68A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by **CHOICE** of Deplorabull D148  *sexed female*

OR W/C Relentless  *unsexed*

**LOT 68B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Silveiras Style 9303  *sexed female*

**SALE NOTES:**

- The embryos selling are sibs to the 2017 Reserve Champion Purebred and Grand Champion SimAngus bulls at the North American. Scarlet 161Z generated two major champions in one show ring.
- The embryos are also sibs to the high selling purebred heifer at the 2016 Buckles and Banners Show, who was also Reserve Grand at the Indiana Simmental Field Day and 15th Overall at the Junior National Simmental Show.
- The embryos selling in Lot A can be sired by Deplorabull, a two-year-old that has created a lot of talk among purebred breeders. His first calves will hit the ground this spring.
- In the Lot B embryos, you will be the first to have a chance at Style embryos out of this productive cow. It is well documented what Style is capable of producing when bred to cows like 161Z.
- Gerdes Show Cattle is dedicated to producing top Simmental prospects. Embryos like this are money in the bank.

**Offered by:** Gerdes Show Cattle, Eric Gerdes 319-850-1694; The Whisman Family
Full/maternal sib to embryos selling  “Boots”
2016 NWSS Grand Champion female & $100,000-valued past sale highlight of Embryos On Snow

- LOT 69A: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by Mr HOC Broker  sexed female
- LOT 69B: 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by W/C Relentless  sexed female

- The embryos selling are full or maternal sibs to “Boots,” the only female in Simmental history to win the Junior National and the Triple Crown.
- Boots was Grand Champion Female at the Junior National and all three majors, including Denver, Louisville and Kansas City. EOS sold half interest in Boots in 2016 for $50,000 to Campbell Land and Cattle as a special live lot.
- Another full sib to the embryos selling was sold by Boss Cattle for $40,000 as the result of an embryo purchase. A fall 2016 full sister to Boots recently won her division at the Simmental Junior National, the American Royal Junior Show and also in the NAILE open show.
- Suffice it to say, if you want top of the line Simmental genetics, do not look past this lot.

Offered by: JS Simmental, Jay Steenhoek 515-238-5938, Ken Steenhoek 515-979-9713

Simmental embryos by Broker & Relentless
Donor: 3C Melody M668 BZ
Hart Subzero G322 × 3C Crocus G374 BZ (Meyer 734) • Reg. PB Simmental 2184078
ONE OF THE SIMMENTAL BREED’S MOST INFLUENTIAL FEMALES

• Melody has debatably been one of the strongest influences in the purebred Simmental business. She is the mother of many breed leading sires and has generated many high sellers and winners.
• Melody is the dam of Panarama, who is also a full sib to the Lot A embryos selling. Panarama has sold calves at Hartman’s for $200,000 and $130,000, and a bull calf, Profit, who sold for $400,000. Other full sibs to the Lot A embryos selling have sold for $125,000, $50,000, $50,000, $50,000, $35,000 and $25,000, with numerous other calves selling for $10,000 to $20,000.
• The Lot B embryos are sired by Ledger, the popular Hartman bull sired by Profit and out of Bottomline’s dam. There is a lot of pedigree thrown into one package here.
• With progeny sales in excess of $1.3 million, the homework is done here. In closing, the American Simmental Association has compiled a list of the most influential cows of all time in the breed, and Melody is on that list.

Offered by: Wager Cattle Co., Larry Wager; CK Cattle, Chris Effling 605-769-0142
LOT 71 A, B

6 Embryos Selling

Donor: **AJE/JF Ant Joys Elegance**

3C Macho × BHS JF Antoinettes Joy (Power Drive) • Reg. PB Simmental 2389615
DENVER CHAMPION & POWERFUL CANADIAN DAM OF CHAMPIONS

Dam of embryos selling
AJE/JF Ant Joys Elegance

**LOT 71A:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by W/C No Remorse 763Y

**LOT 71B:** 1 Package of 3 Embryos sired by LLSF Uprising Z925

- Joys Elegance was a past National Western Champion in the Junior Show. She comes from a long line of successful Simmental cattle and has been a mainstay donor in the Griswold program.
- The embryos selling are full sibs to the 2017 FarmFair International Calf Champion and other daughters that have sold well in Griswold sales, including one sold at $46,000, sired by Steel Force.
- Great purebred Simmental genetics are hard to find, and we feel that this embryo lot only adds to this powerful offering. Purebred Simmental heifer calves have a big current demand. This is an easy way to produce your next sale topper or champion.
- These embryos will be available here in the US. All export costs from Canada to the US are included in the purchase price of this lot.

Offered by: Canadian Donors, Scott Bohrson 403-370-3010; Rancier Farms & Muirhead Cattle

---

**SALE NOTES:**
In Vitro Fertilization

Donated by: Trans Ova Genetics

- LOT H-A: 1 In Vitro Fertilization Cycle with Reverse Sort Semen (Value $1,300)
- LOT H-B: 1 In Vitro Fertilization Cycle with Reverse Sort Semen (Value $1,300)

Breeders who choose to use IVF technology have the opportunity to obtain more offspring from valuable females in their herd, similar to the benefit of embryo transfer. Many breeders do not realize, however, the additional benefits when using IVF, such as the ability to sex-sort previously frozen semen as well as use sorted frozen semen and conventional semen in the IVF fertilization process.

Mineral Supplement

Donated by: BioZyme Inc., Alan Lee, Director of Sales – South 903-293-0209

SELLING: Gift certificate for one ton (50 bags) of VitaFerm® Concept•Aid® 5/S or 8/S mineral. Plus shipping to nearest BioZyme dealer. (Value $1,800)

Concept•Aid® is a highly fortified mineral product with Amaferm®, proven to increase the energy which drives conception rates, resulting in MORE CALVES each breeding season. The vitamin and mineral formula allows for quick repair of the reproductive track and faster breed back times. Additionally, you will see increased milk production, calf vigor and growth potential. Stop by our booth in The Yards to learn more and to enter to win a semen tank. You can find your nearest dealer and learn more at www.vitaferm.com.

Special thanks to the 2018 sale sponsors!
Flush Services

Flush & Freezing

Donated by: Collison Embryo Center  Rockwell City, IA

SELLING: 1 $1,000 gift certificate from Collison Embryo Center

Collison Embryo Center is offering a $1,000 gift certificate toward their services of donor board, ET flushing and/or any other services they offer.

---

Flush & Freezing

Donated by: Donor Solutions  Austin Wolf, Rensselaer, IN 517-401-0370

SELLING: 1 Certificate for Donor Flush and Freezing of Embryos  (Value $1,000)

Service certificate includes one flush, donor board for 30 days, all shots and prep work plus freezing of all embryos. Semen not included.

---

Special thanks to the 2018 sale sponsors!

ATTENTION, ONLINE ABSENTEE BIDDERS: PLEASE REQUEST BIDDING CREDENTIALS PRIOR TO 3:00 P.M. MST FRIDAY, JANUARY 12TH

Special “Embryos On Snow” Offerings

SALE NOTES:
Special Monetary Donation

Special thanks to Polzin Embryo Center for their continued sponsorship of the 1st Runner-Up $5,000 scholarship award. Again this year, scholarships will be awarded in the amounts of $10,000, $5,000 and $3,000 for a total of $18,000. Best of luck to all the La Prix contest finalists.

Sale Hors d’oeuvres Sponsor

Embryos on Snow along with Sullivan Supply and Sullivan Supply South believe it is important to ensure the future of the livestock industry through supporting our youth in their future endeavors. Embryos on Snow would like to extend our sincere appreciation to Sullivan Supply and Sullivan Supply South for their sponsorship of this evening’s appetizers. We are proud to welcome these partners to the list of scholarship supporters. The future is looking bright!

Special thanks to the 2018 sale sponsors!

ATTENTION, ONLINE ABSENTEE BIDDERS: PLEASE REQUEST BIDDING CREDENTIALS PRIOR TO 3:00 P.M. MST FRIDAY, JANUARY 12TH

Special “Embryos On Snow” Contributors
Special Monetary Donation

Thank you to Show-Rite Feeds for helping sponsor the 2018 LaPrix contest!

Sale Promotion

Thank you to SC Online Sales for the EOS promotion!

Special thanks to the 2018 sale sponsors!

ATTENTION, ONLINE ABSENTEE BIDDERS: PLEASE REQUEST BIDDING CREDENTIALS PRIOR TO 3:00 P.M. MST FRIDAY, JANUARY 12TH

Special “Embryos On Snow” Contributors
Semen Offering

Sire: M&M Outsider 4003 Pld
LT Long Distance 9001 Pld × M&M Ms Carbine 1567 Pld • Reg. PB Charolais M846631
MOST DOMINANT CHAROLAIS SHOW SIRE OF 2017

- Even if you have not paid attention to the Charolais breed, you have likely heard of Outsider. His heifer calves dominated in 2017, to say it lightly. No other bull of the Charolais breed had more breed champions in Kansas City or Louisville this past fall. The high sellers sired by this bull over the past two years has been astonishing.
- Outsider semen will only be sold in Embryos on Snow and very limited by Thomas and Boyert–Core—most likely the Thomas Bull Sale but yet to be determined. NO OTHER SEMEN will be sold in 2018. Outsider semen has sold as high as $850/unit. Don’t get caught without any.
- The Charolais breed was desperate for an outcross sire, and it seems as if Outsider is just the ticket. It is time to buckle down and buy it if you want to produce cattle in high demand. Thank you to Thomas Ranch and Boyert for allowing us to market such a rare and popular feature in the semen division of Embryos On Snow.

Offered by: Thomas Ranch, Troy & VeaBea Thomas, 605-222-1258 Troy; Cally Kindred 605-222-1515; Boyert–Core Show Cattle, Jared Boyert 330-416-4105

The Semen Offering

RESPONSIBILITIES OF BUYER & SELLER OF SEMEN LOTS:

- Shipping of semen is the responsibility of the buyer.
- All semen, once paid in full, will be released to the new owner at the said location of the semen. No payments will be made to the seller from EOS until complete transfer of the semen is made to the new owner. The buyer must contact the seller and arrange shipping instructions.
- IMPORTANT NOTE: The buyer of each semen lot pays all shipping and insurance! No exceptions.
Semen Offering

Sire: PZC TMAS Firestorm 1800 ET
Red Six Mile Sakic 832S × GT Cita 4060 • Reg. PB Red Angus 1472101
THE MOST TALKED ABOUT RED ANGUS SIRE

LOT 128: 5 UNITS
LOT 129: 5 UNITS
LOT 130: 5 UNITS
LOT 131: 5 UNITS
LOT 132: 5 UNITS
LOT 133: 5 UNITS
LOT 134: 5 UNITS
LOT 135: 5 UNITS
LOT 136: 5 UNITS
LOT 137: 5 UNITS

Firestorm is a son of the immortal Cita, one of the Red Angus breed’s most noted females. He is sired by Six Mile Sakic, one of the most widely used Red Angus bulls in Canadian and US history. Firestorm has met with big success the past few seasons. He sired both the Champion and Reserve Champion females at the 2017 National Western Stock Show. Other daughters have topped several other shows around the country, and his high sellers are too long to list. The semen bank on Firestorm is limited, as his popularity peaked later in his life. This will be a good investment for anyone seeking good maternal genetics for a maternal base. His semen will only be featured in Embryos On Snow and possibly one other sale the owners choose but is not guaranteed to sell again throughout the year.

The most exciting thing about Firestorm is his type and kind along with the maternal ability that he possesses. His progeny are moderate, big bodied and sound. His first daughters are excellent uddered and making great cows. He works well not only in the purebred sector but in other venues as well. A Firestorm x Oahe Wind was the Champion Percentage Female at this year’s Junior National Red Angus Show.

Buy this semen while you can, as we are sure it will only increase in value.

Offered by: Scott Standridge 903-824-1315, Thomas Ranch, Polzin Cattle & Adam Berner

RESPONSIBILITIES OF BUYER & SELLER OF SEMEN LOTS:
• Shipping of semen is the responsibility of the buyer.
• All semen, once paid in full, will be released to the new owner at the said location of the semen. No payments will be made to the seller from EOS until complete transfer of the semen is made to the new owner. The buyer must contact the seller and arrange shipping instructions.
• IMPORTANT NOTE: The buyer of each semen lot pays all shipping and insurance! No exceptions.
Semen Offering

Sire: NMR Maternal Made
Mercedes Benz × NMR 0-04X (Irish Whiskey) • Reg. 1/2 Maine 459900

LOT 138: 5 UNITS
LOT 139: 5 UNITS
LOT 140: 5 UNITS
LOT 141: 5 UNITS
LOT 142: 5 UNITS
LOT 143: 5 UNITS
LOT 144: 5 UNITS
LOT 145: 5 UNITS
LOT 146: 5 UNITS
LOT 147: 5 UNITS

NOTE: ALL UNITS SEXED FEMALE, 5 ML

• Here’s your one and only chance to buy sexed female semen on Maternal Made in 2018. Maternal Made was the $300,000 highlight of the 2016 Embryos On Snow Sale.

• When Maternal Made sold in EOS two years ago, we were confident he would make his mark. That reality is quickly becoming a fact. The Maternal Made heifers sold as high as any sire group in the fall of 2017 and are off to a running start, with many champions being named this fall to kick off the jackpot season. We could go on and on, but you already know the importance of this bull to the industry in this short time in which he has proven himself.

• Again, this is the ONE AND ONLY time to buy sexed female semen in 2018 on Maternal Made.

Offered by: Griswold Cattle, John Griswold 405-780-3300

The 2018 Semen Offering

RESPONSIBILITIES OF BUYER & SELLER OF SEMEN LOTS:

• Shipping of semen is the responsibility of the buyer.

• All semen, once paid in full, will be released to the new owner at the said location of the semen. No payments will be made to the seller from EOS until complete transfer of the semen is made to the new owner. The buyer must contact the seller and arrange shipping instructions.

• IMPORTANT NOTE: The buyer of each semen lot pays all shipping and insurance! No exceptions.
Semen Offering

Dameron First Class
Offered by: Multiple Consignors
For shipping, contact Jason Scheetz: 319-470-6488

LOT 148: 1 UNIT
LOT 149: 1 UNIT
• First Class is still the king of the Angus world. Truly, this is the rarest of any bull of any breed!

JASS On The Mark 69D
Reg. PB Simmental 3210989
Offered by: Brad Smith 712-209-1500; Reimann Ranches, Nolan Ferguson, Swanson Cattle & Joe Piffer

NOTE: All units sexed female, 5 ml
LOT 150: 4 UNITS  LOT 153: 4 UNITS
LOT 151: 4 UNITS  LOT 154: 4 UNITS
LOT 152: 4 UNITS
• This is the first sexed semen to sell on this past Denver display son of Loaded Up.

Profit
Reg. PB Simmental 2911662
Offered by: CK Cattle, Chris Effling 605-769-0142

LOT 155: 3 UNITS  LOT 158: 3 UNITS
LOT 156: 3 UNITS  LOT 159: 3 UNITS
LOT 157: 3 UNITS
• Truly hard to find semen that is not available on the open market. Today's the day!

The 2018 Semen Offering

RESPONSIBILITIES OF BUYER & SELLER OF SEMEN LOTS:
• Shipping of semen is the responsibility of the buyer.
• All semen, once paid in full, will be released to the new owner at the said location of the semen. No payments will be made to the seller from EOS until complete transfer of the semen is made to the new owner. The buyer must contact the seller and arrange shipping instructions.
• IMPORTANT NOTE: The buyer of each semen lot pays all shipping and insurance! No exceptions.
The 2018 Semen Offering

RESPONSIBILITIES OF BUYER & SELLER OF SEMEN LOTS:

• Shipping of semen is the responsibility of the buyer.

• All semen, once paid in full, will be released to the new owner at the said location of the semen. No payments will be made to the seller from EOS until complete transfer of the semen is made to the new owner. The buyer must contact the seller and arrange shipping instructions.

• IMPORTANT NOTE: The buyer of each semen lot pays all shipping and insurance! No exceptions.
Semen Offering

Irish Whiskey
BK Ice Pick 472J × NTC 615 Ever Ready (Cunia)  •  Reg. 75% Maine-Anjou 294939

LOT 174: 5 UNITS
LOT 175: 5 UNITS
LOT 176: 5 UNITS
LOT 177: 5 UNITS
LOT 178: 5 UNITS
LOT 179: 5 UNITS
LOT 180: 5 UNITS
LOT 181: 5 UNITS
LOT 182: 5 UNITS
LOT 183: 5 UNITS

50 semen units selling
Irish Whiskey

• A unique sale offering that was added last minute in last year’s Embryos On Snow Sale. John Griswold has decided to offer Irish Whiskey semen to only in this sale with very little other semen being sold in 2018. As we promised last year, no other semen was sold in 2017 other than what we sold last January in this sale. Here is your chance again to buy what you need for 2018.
• We all know the household name that Irish Whiskey is. His daughters and granddaughters remain a force not only in the show ring but also as some of the most elite cows in the club calf industry. His semen is always in demand and will only increase in value due to the decision the Griswold family has made. This semen will become more valuable, whether you decide to use it or to sell it.
• We try very hard to offer the rarest semen to you, the EOS supporters, and this offering is just that. This is likely your only chance to buy Irish Whiskey semen until the year 2019.

Offered by: Griswold Cattle, John Griswold 405-780-3300; Craig Sand 405-564-4319

RESPONSIBILITIES OF BUYER & SELLER OF SEMEN LOTS:
• Shipping of semen is the responsibility of the buyer.
• All semen, once paid in full, will be released to the new owner at the said location of the semen. No payments will be made to the seller from EOS until complete transfer of the semen is made to the new owner. The buyer must contact the seller and arrange shipping instructions.
• IMPORTANT NOTE: The buyer of each semen lot pays all shipping and insurance! No exceptions.